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It is hard to believebut our 6th Annual
Convention is just around the comer. If
you are like me, I like to start planning
now as to how much time I would like to
devote to the convention. This is
especially true this year since it will be
the furthest I personally will have traveled
to any M*MOPAconvention. Monterey,
California offers so much that I can't
begin to tell you that this could very well
be the best one yet, and that is a tall order
to fill.

Bill Albert~
President and Board Member

Bill waited until the ripe old age of 43
for his first flying lesson in 1989 and
the rest is history with his flying time
now exceeding 1,000 hours total time
and 850 in his Mirage.
He finished up his private ticket in a
152 but decided it would be best to get
his instrument ticket in the Mirage
which he purchased a s a student pilot.
Bill flew the Mirage with a pilot for
business purposes and wondered if he
would ever be able to fly this plane
himself. While flying for business and taking his instrument lessons at
the same time - he flew with his pilot
for 185 hours until feeling comfortable
enough to go on his own.
Teaching high school accounting for
the first seven years after graduating
from college, he wound up in the office
furniture representation and distributing
business in Pennsylvania, Ohio, West
Virginia, Tennessee and Kentucky for
some 23 years until selling his
business and retiring in November of

I think one of the most exciting things
about this Convention is that the airport
has been extremely co-operative with
our organization to the point of giving us
1,000feetof aclosed runway exclusively
for our parking and activities. The local
FBO, Del Monte Aviation, is also cooperating so well that they have agreed
to put their personnel in the 4,000 sq. ft.
tent that Piper Aircraft has agreed to
fund.
What this means to us is no
congestion, no noise, no other planes on
the ramp, etc. Even your rental cars will
be located at the tent along with welcome
refreshments, restrooms, and of course
complimentary transportation to the
Monterey Marriott if you choose not to
rent a car. This tented area is situated at
the end of the closed runway and will
also serve as our base of activities for the
entireday on Saturdayof the Convention;
lunch, flight demonstrations, towertours,
workshops, and more.

1994.

Currently he keeps busy with the
M*MOPA organization and travels back
and forth between his homes in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and Hilton
Head, South Carolina with his wife
Barbara.

Academic Chairmen Dave Coats and
Me1 Rushton have come up with quite an
exciting seminar program that I am sure
all of you will be ecstatic about.
Our outside dinner on Friday night is
going to be without question the nicest
affair ever. (And Hilton Head was very
nice.) I won't go into it as I hope you will
be quite surprised and pleased with what
we were able to come up with.

Another first is that, because of the
successof our previous Conventionsand
to the extent to which we have grown, we
have taken all of the Convention facilities
that the Marriott has. In other words, no
other Convention will be there during
ours. This has posed some problems in
the past and it will be an experience
being the only player.
Speaking of the hotel, it is as nice as
anything we have booked in the past. It
has a great view of the Monterey Harbor,
great rooms, nice facilities including
health spa, pool, etc. We have even
contracted for the weather channel to be
a must on your room T.V. Your room
T.V. will also show our daily schedule
each and every day so that you can plan
accordingly.
I could go on and on about this
Convention, but I would like to take the
rest of my remaining space and tell you
that if you have not made any
Conventions, you have no idea what you
have missed. Do not miss this one! Take
the time and make your plans NOW!
The actual Convention starts on
Wednesday, October 2nd and runs
through Sunday, October 6th.
I have decided that, for my own
schedule,I am taking two weeks to allow
time to fly out, enjoy the scenery, arrive
a few days early, and possibly attend one
of the several flyouts that may be
available and then time to get home. Of
course, not all of us have that amount of
time, but Monterey has a host of
commercial airlines serving it; so do
whatever it takes, but please try and get
there.
Fly safely and hope to see you all in
October.
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THISSECTION
IS DEVOTED TO L E ~ R S COMMENTS,
,
ADVICE AND GENERAL
INFORMATION WHICH THE MEMBERS OF THE MmMOPAWOULD LIKE TO SHARE.
PLEASE
SEND ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO HEATHER
BLANCHARD
MAL~U~MIRAGE
OWNERS
AND PILOTS
ASSOCIATION34 1 ALBION
STREET
l DENVER,
CO 80220 FAX: (303) 394-2539
l

l

Dear Sy:
The following servicedifficulty was
found by Tim Wald's mechanic and
I'd like to share it with the rest of the
membership:
PA-46-310P - Oil Consumption High

Trouble-shot and found airloil
separator return line fittings blocked
by sludge. Removed line and fittings.
Cleaned line and fittings. Blew out
oil scavengepump orifice. Reinstalled
removed items.

The oil scavenge pumps primary
purpose is to scavenge oil from the turbo
chargers. The pump also has a second
small orifice to scavenge oil from the air1
oil separator. This orifice creates low
suction and volume compared to the turbo
charger port. The airloil separator is
installed in the crankcase breaker. Its
purpose is to separate the oil from the air.
The air is discharged out the breather. The
oil is scavenged out of the separator by the
scavengepump and returnedto the engine.
When the small orifice becomes blocked,
oil in the separator is not returned to the
engine. The separator then becomes full

of oil and forced out the breather,
resulting in high oil consumption.
A possible cause of this problem
might be the fact that this engine was
initially using Mobil oil. A suggestion
to prevent this problem would be to
disconnect the airloil separator drain
line at the separator and blow out the
system periodically. When everything
is clear you can hear air inside the
engine.
Lester Kyle, Factoq Training, Inc.

Oxford Aviation's mastery of DuPont' IMRON' refinishing and interior craftsmanship by factory-trained and certilcd
technicians has earned us the reputation of being the best. Mooneys, Cessnas, Pipers, Beechcraft, all factory-new Lake
Amphibians, and almost every other make of aircraft have come to Oxford.

n e Quality Starts in the Details. From design consultation,
preparation, corrosion proofing, to final finishing, Maine
craftsmen working in America's most sophisticated and
environmentally controlled facility painstakingly reverse
what the ravages of nature have done to your aircraft.
Look at our record: "Best of Show" or "Queen of the
Fleetn for every major manufacturer. As well as the
original "Good as New 172" by AOPA!

Don't Give Your Ainrafi toJust Anyone. Inside, outside, all around,
from paint to glass, interiors to annuals, engine exchanges to STOY

I

speed kits. Call us for detailed information and a quotation.

;fUQ*
MAINE

RFD 1, BOX 1275, Oxford, Maine 04270

(207) 539-4779 FAX (207) 539-8441

DuP0-d and IMRON are mglslutaedbaamak.
olEI.duPmdeNemurr6~y.
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Kevin is an IA who has specialized in
MalibuIMirage maintenance for twelve
of his 19 years in general aviation. He
is also a licensed private pilot with a
multi-engine rating.
Kevin is the Service Manager for
Flightcraft, Inc. in Hayward, California.
Flightcraft has been a leading F.B.O.
since 1948 and is a Piper Authorized
Service Center with additional
locations in Seattle, Washington a s
well as Portland, Oregon and Eugene,
Oregon.

elcome to the third in my
series of articles exploring
the major MalibuIMirage
systems. The focus of this article is the
Aectric flap system used on Malibus and
Mirages since 1986.

operates flap switch assembly by means
of a cable.

Prior to 1986, hydraulically powered
flaps were used. For those of you with
'84 and '85 Malibus who have
sxperienced continual problems with
your hydraulic flaps, installation of the
now available electrically powered flap
system can dramatically reduce your
aggravationlevel and are therefore worth
:onsidering.

Flap limit switches - Located under
the right floorboard aft of the main spar.

The major differences between the
Mirage and Malibu systems is the
addition of flap position switches for the
stall computer system on the Mirage
system
How the System Should Work

When you, the pilot, select a flap
position,the movement of the flap handle
causes a group of switches under the
right floorboard to turn on the flap
actuator motor. This motor turns a
transmission which pushes a series of
tubes thereby beginning the movement
of the flaps. As the flaps move, they
indirectly drive a cam. When the cam
has rotated to the position you have
selected, the switches turn off the flap
actuator motor.
There is a control board which serves
to protect the flap system from excessive
current draw caused by high speed use
and excessive friction in the linkage.
The componentsin this board disable the
system and illuminate a warning light on
the annunciator.
Major System Components

Flap warning annunciator light Illuminated when protection system has
deactivated the system.

Flap limit warning switch - Blows
a warning horn if the landing gear is still
up before reaching the 20 degree flap
setting. Located under the left floorboard
aft of the main spar.
Flap motorltransmissionassembly
Located
under the left center seat.

- Moves flaps up and down.

Flap control board assembly Protection device for the system.
Includes the following: current sensor,
relay, time delay module. Located under
the left center seat.
Inboard flap bellcranks - Support
the flap push/pull tubes. One located in
each main wheel well.
Troubleshooting
How the System Shouldn't Work

Flaps won't move up or down. Flap
light illuminated indicating system
deactivated.
1) Defective flap current sensor.
2) Excessive friction or damaged flap
linkage.
3) Defective flap motor.
Flaps won't retract after landing. Flap
fail light is not illuminated.
1) Flap limit switch not adjusted
properly.

Flap selector handle - Manually

Continued on Page 8
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Malibu Maintenance - Continued from Page 7

2) No compliance with Piper Service
Bulletin 8 6 3 .

1) Cracked or broken inboard flap
bellcrank.

interested in further detail.
Your Bafling System

Inboard Flap Bellcrank Alert

Flaps will not retain preselected
setting after stopping.

There have been numerous reports of
asymmetric flaps in flight caused by
broken inboard flap bellcranks. This is
1) Improper tension on flap selector most common in airplanes with electric
flap systems. The flap bellcranks crack
pivot bolt.
2) No compliance with Piper Service and eventually break apart. The way to
avoid this dangeroussituationis to inspect
Bulletin 8 6 3 .
the bellcranks closely for evidence of
Haps catch and pop when extending cracks or distressjust outside their weld
joints. If there is any question as to
from the full up position.
whether there is a crack, I recommend a
1) Improperly adjusted flap linkage. magnetic particle inspection be
2) Narrow flap chafe tape used on top performed.
edges of flaps.
The next installment will cover the
Excessive play with the flaps in the hydraulic flap system.
up position.
By the way . . . M*MOPA member,
1) Improperly adjusted flap linkage Andrew Hatfield, has investigated the
protection system from an engineering
or flap limit switches.
standpoint and feels that he can explain
Asymmetric flaps when extending. the fine points of the system to anyone

Most aircraft engines are cooled by
ambient air being forced through the
cylinderfins. Without adequatecooling,
the life expectancy of the cylinders and
other engine componentsis dramatically
shortened. Therefore, owners and
operators should be awareof the extreme
importance of diligent baffling system
maintenance. Repairs to the top end of
an engine can be very expensive and lead
to long downtime for your aircraft.
Since this system is easily ignored
and poorly understood by most, I will
briefly describe its construction and
operation. First, air supplied by the
propeller or forward motion of the aircraft
enters the engine cowling. Some of this
air is diverted to inner coolers,oil coolers,
and engine accessories. The rest is
directed to the cylinders by means of
Continued on Page 10

Client Recommendations
I have taken lessons from Lestersince my original familarizationcourse and have
been faithful in returning to Lesterfor the last 7 years of recurrent training. I found
Lester to be very knowledgeable about the correct way to fly the aircraft, as well
a s the mechanical quirks of the machine. I have thoroughly enjoyed my
experience and highly recommend him a s your source of recurrent training.

Refresher From $325.00

Gayle and Judy Schaefer

I have flown with Lester for the past 9 years since my initial training and what I
like about Lester is his way of correcting you and advising you about what needs
to be improved. In addition, his mechanical knowledge of the aircraft has more
than once led to a needed fix of potential problem. I now take recurrent training
every six months including night and IFR and never fail to learn something new
on every visit. Highly recommended.

Initial From $950.00

Sy Weiner

For Scheduling or Further Information

Call Factory, Inc. 407.5626438
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H I ALE OF I WO AIRSPACES

T

he sun, wind, and hills were
basking in the autumn coat of a
brilliant landscape of leaves and
stone wall pastures. A Seminole was
overhead turning a base to final as we
headed to the Malibu to start the preflight.
We could have been flying in
Bridgeport, Connecticut, Bangor, Maine
or in any other New England state, but
were in fact 3,000miles away in England.
Our aircraft N88PL was owned by
Demck Clark and the airstrip we were
departing from was on his farm in
Warwick, not far from Strafford-OnAvon of Shakespeare fame.
During the Malibul
Mirage convention in
Hilton Head, I was speaking
to Derrick about flying in
British Airspace and the
associated differencesfrom
the U.S. 1 mentioned to
him that I would be visiting
England in a few weeks
and had never flown there.
Derrick
graciously
extended an invitation to
visit him in Wanvick when
we came over to England. I
can say that his invitation
was the beginning of a very
enjoyable day associated
with flying, and I have had many.
After the pre-flight was completed,
we taxied through a neatly mowed field
to the runway, which was located in a
lower pasture on his farm. After my
article and speech at the Malibu
convention on short and un-improved
airfield operations, I was about to get the
opportunity of putting some theory into
practical application.

Therunwayactuallyremindedmeof
the 17th hole at our local golf course,

which about 1,500 feet from the runway
threshold, had a 20 degree dog-leg to the
left. This is about the lift-off point of the
Malibu during a short field departure.
Trees were dotted along the left side of
the runway, with a cliff jetting up at the
departure. Derrick assured us the
condition of the field, distance to
obstacles, and our weights all met the
Pilot Operating Handbooks (POH) seal
of approval. He had mentioned to me
that he had practiced several short and
softfieldoperationsbeforeheembarked
on trying this at the farm.
Being reassured that the operation
was acceptable, we were prepared to
attempt one ourselves. Demck being

the perfect host, and my former student
when he checked out in the Malibu
several years earlier in Vero Beach,
Florida offered me the controls for the
take-off. Before bringing up power, a
call to local airfield of Wellesbourne
(EGBW), where the Seminole was
practicing circuits (pattern work for us
Yanks), was made to inform them of our
intentions to depart.
Power was brought up to 38" MAP
and the brakes were released.
Acceleration along the firm grass strip

was like a normal departureoff aconcrete
runway. As predicted, the aircraft was
ready to fly with 70 KIAS at
approximately 1,500 Ft; and right at the
beginning of the dogleg, we lifted off.
An immediate left turn was initiated to
remain aligned with the runway and the
aircraft alighted to an altitude of 1,500
Ft. to clear us of the surrounding terrain.
Flying Southwest from Derrick's
Grovefield Farm we were soon in contact
with
Birmingham
Approach.
Birmingham is Class B airspace and two
way radio communication and radar
contact was established as we passed 25
miles East of their location. All radio
communications were the same as in the
U.S. and permission to
transit their area was quickly
given. Like a southern pilot
in the U.S. encountering a
New York Approach
controller for the first time,
the Birmingham controller
requires you to listenclosely
to his instructions. A few
radar targets were pointed
out to us as we passed
through their control area.
One thing that is a little
different is the altimeter
settings. Altimeter settings
enroute are given as sea level
pressure (QNH) or the airfield setting
(QFE). Emoutemillibarsarethestandard
as opposed to the U.S. Inches of Mercury.
A chart showing the equivalent of the
two settings is easily obtained. Most
aircraft altimeters manufactured in the
U.S. have both scales installed in the
altimeter. The one change that U.S.
pilots may find different is the QFE
setting. This setting is the height above
the airport for the aircraft. One other
setting you may receive is QNE or
pressurealtitude. Thisstandarddatumis
Continued on Page 14
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aluminum baffles which are fastened to the engine. There is
a separation between the engine baffles and cowling which is
needed to reduce the transfer of engine vibration to the
airframe. These gaps are filled with flexible rubber seals.

Who canforget theirfirst look at late model
P-51'swith their onepiece stretched bubble canopies? The dramatic transition from the visu-

ally obstructed, flat pane, greenhouse construction -- to aerodynamically clean, 360 degree
unobstructed vision is virtually unchanged after 50 years. The acrylic plastic that made
this advancement possible is the same material you look through today.
What is it about this material that continues
to make it the windshield/kindow material of
choicefor almost all general and business class
aircrafi? Accordmg to the Modem Plastics

Encyclopda, there are three areas of greatest interest to aircraft window applications:

--

1) Wedherability Long term, outdoor
weathering of acrylics shows no significant
change in color or physical properties. *
2) Clarity and BdZiance

-- Acrylics trans-

mit 92% of h t e light, equahg the clanty of
optical glass. Haze measurements of 1 to 3%
are typical for new acrylic. *
3) Chemical Resistance - Acrylics are not

affected by most household detergents, cleaning agents, and lor solutions of inorganic acids,
alkalies, and a l i p h c hydrocarbons, esters and
ketones. (Note: A good rule to follow: If you
don't know what it is, don't use it.)
* Watch future issues for more about
color change and clarity & haze.

A deice hot plate removal and installation
kit containing: Dave Coats video and Deutsch
connector removaYinsertion tools, and gasket
separation tool is available for loan by calling
us at 6121771-8693.

This system may look simple, but contains many potential
trouble spots. With time, the rubber baffle seals become
deformed, detached or hardened. Also, engine vibration can
cause cracks on the aluminum engine baffles. When any of
these things happens, the incoming air is not properly directed
and concentrated, resulting in high cylinder head and oil
temperatures which, as we know, are death to an engine.
Luckily, all elements of this system are easily accessed,
making maintenance simple. Perform the following every
time the cowling is removed:
Ensure that all baffle seals are trained forward and
securely attached to the baffles andlor cowling.
Inspect the cowlings or baffles for staining, which
usually indicates that their contact with baffle seals has been
interrupted.
Make sure the engine baffles are securely attached to the
cylinders and crankcase.
Check engine baffles for cracks. Number and severity of
cracks can be reduced by eliminating excess engine vibration,
usually by means of dynamic propeller balancing.
Points at which wires and cables pass through the baffles
and at which they contact the crankcase must be sealed.
By this time it may have occurred to the reader that rubber
may not be the ideal material from which to make baffle seals.
Fortunately, recent years have seen the introductionof silicon
baffle seal material. This silicone material is resistant to the
effects of heat and age, giving it an almost indefinite life.
There are even kits available that include pre-cut and formed
seals designedto replace the originalson nearly every airplane.
I've been satisfied with the following sources for these kits:
Gee Bee, Telephone: 800-556-3160 and RAM Aircraft,
Telephone: 817-752-8381.
This is one system in your airplanewhere alittleeffort brings
big rewards. Careful attention and relatively minor repairs to
baffles and seals can result in dramatic improvements to your
airplane's performance and extended life for your engine.
As most of you know, I can now be reached at Flightcraft,
Inc. in Hayward, California at 510-264-5564 from 8:00 AM
to 5:00 PM PST. Please feel free to call me any time with
-PA
questions or for clarification.
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YOUR CHOICE OF COLORS: SCAT ORANGE, MED BLUE, LIPSTICK RED OR SMOOTH BLACK

ALL MATERIAL AMS 3320 - 3/32

TEMP RANGE -65 TO +450

-1

PA 46 - 3 10 P (16 Seals) $350.00

PA 46 - 350 P (29 Seals) $475.00

Listed below is our stocking dealers

West Coast
Western Piper
1 -800-60-PIPER

Central

East Coast

Aviation Sales
303-799-9999

Sky Tech
4 10-574-4144

Modem Aero
1-800-937-2376

MalibcrMirageMagazine
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SERVICE DIFFICULTY REPORTS
(Includes Aviation Alerts)
COMPILED FROM FAA FILES

PA-46-350P
Wing Flap Rod-End Failure
The pilot reported finding
approximately 1inch of aft movement
in the left flap with the flaps retracted.
An investigation revealed
complete failure of the rod-end (P/N
452-645). (Refer to the following
illustration.) This rod-end is used to
attach the push-pull rod (P/N 850773) to the inboard end of the flap
bellcrank. The rodlend is located in
the aft inboard comer of the left main
landing gear wheel well.
The submitter did not offer a
conclusion concerning the cause of
this defect. This condition could, if
not detected,result in an asymmetrical

flap or split flaps causing loss of aircraft
control.
Part total time-1.295 hours.

PA-46-310P
Bracket Cracked
During annual inspection, found NR
2 alternator bracket cracked. Part total
time 121.0 hrs. Belt tension was correct.
When replacing bracket, found shims
needed to be installed between bracket
and engine. Submitter stated old bracket
was apparently pre-loaded. Careful attention must be paid to alignment and fit

PA-46-310P
Fitting Rusted

Inspection found stab fitting
rusted. Piper SB 962 dated September
29,1993, does not cover re-inspection
of area affected soon enough. Rust
cannot be seen under fitting and
between aircraft skin. Dissimilar
corrosion sets up causing additional
damage.
Submitterrecommends complete
removal of fittings and installationof
new cadmium plated fittings as well
as treatment of aircraft skin with zinc
chromate paint. Dinetrol av8 should
be re-applied after installation per
SB 962 instructions.
Recommend visual inspection
each 500-hours or 1 year using
borescope as aid.
Continued on Page 18

THE FLIGHT SHOP, INC.
YOUR GREAT INTERMOUNTAIN FUEL STOP!:
*MMOPA FUEL PRICE $1.65
*FUEL TRUCK. AVAILABLE 7 DAYS A WEEK
*TWO FACTORY TRAINED TECHNICIANS

Chevron

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

BILL BRIDGES
THE FLIGHT SHOP, INC.
P.O. BOX 602
BRIGHAM CITY AIRPORT
BRIGHAM CITY, UTAH 84302

(801)723-3469 OR (801)7231736 FAX
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he flight is all about flying
according to rules and
regulations, the proper use of the
pilot operating handbook, common sense
and a thrill of achieving.

How Not to
Cross the Atlantic
The first trip I did was from Dallas to
the UK in a Seneca III in 1986. It was an
unpressurized aircraft with no high
frequency radio, no Loran and
(obviously) in those days, no GPS. This
flight was going to prove difficult. With
the shortrangeof a SenecaIII,I obviously
needed to fit 80 gallons of fuel in the
middle to the back seat positions.
Filling these tanks and transfer of the
fuel back into the wing tanks was by
means of a small reversible pump
operated by the cigarette lighter. This
system actually worked extremely well.
Along with some friends, we did the
aircraft fuel tankmodifications on a farm
in Canada, and then off we went to
Goose Bay with a friend of mine, anonpilot who came along for the ride.
We landed at Goose Bay in the
evening and found the temperature to be
around -20' with light snow. To leave
the aircraft out overnight would have
been impossible and after some serious
negotiations, we managed to obtain
clearance to park the aircraft overnight
in a massive heated hanger set up as a
reserve for the Royal Air Force.

30". We re-fueled quickly to ensure that
the aircraft would not become too cold to
start and climbed out departing for
Reykjavik.
By this time it was dark and the
journey across to Reykjavik was going
to prove extremely interesting. We soon
lost the signal from the Christian Sund
NDB and it was now down to dead
reckoning. Although I was not totally
concerned about this, by this time we
were flying at the tops of the clouds at FL
180 with oxygen. It was dark and it was
cold.
At that time there was an American
Air Force Tracking Station, called Big
Gun. which was used to track the Soviets

WHOCANDOIT?
ANY INSTRUMENT RATED

MALIBu PILOT.
which may or may not have been in the
vicinity. I called up their frequency and
asked them if they could verify my
position, which they could not. However,
they said that they could give us latitude
and longitude. They did this every five
minutes and we were able to double
check our position relative to our current
track to ensure that we were on the
correct heading direct to Reykjavik.

plans. After checking the weather, we
departed on our way. On this leg, there
are more VOR's and ADF's available to
enable you to check your track, although
there is an approximately 200 mile
section without any accurate signals.
However, this proved to be quite easy to
overcome.
After two hours into the flight, I
requested that my friend pass the
refreshments over. To my amazement,
he informed me that he had packed all of
the baggage into the plane and
unfortunately had put the refreshments
in the baggage hold in the nose.
Fortunately, I had packed some drinks
into my flight case so we weren't totally
without any refreshments. This was a
very educational trip on how not to do it.

Requirements to Fly the Atlantic
Safely and Enjoyably
1. A fully serviceableMalibu - Flying
in a Malibu makes the trip a pleasure, it's
relaxing,it's enlighteningand rewarding.
2. GPS - Loran might be OK but
ensure you have the correct coverage.
3. Survival Gear - As listed in the
North Atlantic International General
Aviation Operations Manual. Read this
cover to cover.
4. Inspection - You have to go to
Moncton, New Brunswick to have the
Canadian Authority check that you have
everything needed for the crossing and
understand the crossing requirements.
All this is listed in the above manual.
5. Spares - Ensure you have plenty of
blankets and refreshments.

We arrived at Reykjavik at 1:00 in
the morning with the runway being
The following day we set off from reported as extremely slippery and icy,
The Procedure
Goose Bay to Narssarssuaq (the first leg) with quite a substantial and varying wind.
using VOR's to check the winds while Needless to say, we were extremely
This is all normal flight planning
calculating drift and headings. There is grateful when we shut the engine down
a large section of air space where you are to park outside the general aviation procedure with the journey as follows:
out of range of both VOR or ADF buildings. It had been a long day Goose Bay-Loach Intersectionapproximately sixteen hours.
reception.
Narssarssuaq
approximately 700 miles
The following day, after refueling
Half way to Narssarssuaq,I asked my
Narssarssuaq-Reykjavik
companion for the coffee with the reply the plane and having it de-iced, we
approximately 750 miles
that he had unfortunately left all the departed Reykjavik for Birmingham,
Reykjavik- Wellesboume, Mountford
refreshments in the taxicab. (This was England and this proved to be a very
approximately 920 miles
the only job I gave him to do!). We easy leg. I again gave my non-flying
landed at Narssarssuaq with an average friend the job of loading the aircraft with
speed of 150 knots (where's this jet the luggage and refreshments as I was
Continued on Page 4 1
stream?!?) and with the temperature at - putting the final touches to the flight
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A Tale of Two Airspaces - Continued from Page 9

an arbitrary level based on the
international standardatmosphere,which
would be 1013.2 Millibars or 29.92
Inches of Mercury.
What made the flight so interesting
was the countryside. The forested rolling
hills, quaint villages, and stone lined
fields were flashbacks to stories of
English gentry and political intrigue,
which one might find in a Sir Walter
Scott novel such as Kinilworth. All this
at altitudes from 1,500to 3,000Ft. AGL.

lunch, Derrick informed me of local
airfield flight rules and points of interest.
After lunch, we headed to
Wellesbourne, the field where the
Seminole was doing touch and goes, for
a look at a WWII RAF museum. The trip
over to Wellsbourne offered more
invigorating sight-seeing. Upon arrival
into the Wellesbourne traffic area, I was
introduced to another special feature of
flight in Britain.
Airfield
communicationsin uncontrolled airspace
is a little different than in the U.S. First,
the word "Unicorn" is not used but
"radio" is injected.

(through the throttle) is controlling the
descent and your left hand is controlling
the elevator, the approach is a piece a
cake, with the aircraft touching down
prior to the left dogleg. The rollout does
require a slight left turn to remain
positioned on the runway but the turn is
gentle and causes little alarm. As you
taxi back to the hanger, you have a
wonderful sense of accomplishmentand
satisfaction.

Demck had made the crossing over
the big pond (Atlantic Ocean) nine times
in Malibu and Seneca aircraft. His
knowledgeof the rules on flight planning,
survivalequipment,and communications
After a short 30 minute flight, we had
Shobdon (EGCS) in sight. The former
Like the U.S. you announce your is outstanding. Demck is trying to see if
WWTI field showed 2,400 Ft. of hard intentions on the downwind, base and there would be any interest for the
surfaced runway. Though more runway final of the traffic pattern or circuit. The Summer to have a fly-over to England. I
was available, it was declared unusable. personnel handling the radio from the can only say that the plan for the fly-in
All privately used airfieldsare maintained ground station sometimesmake you think that he mentioned to me over lunch at
by private funds. Therefore, only the that you are under ATC control because Shobdon, makes me long for the
essential elements of taxiways and of the professionalism they exude on the wonderful day we had together in
runways are maintained. After landing radio. Like anywhereelse in the aviation October. This would be the opportunity
at Shobdon, we taxied to the pumps for world, you have to keep your head on a of a lifetime.
fuel. This is where the real shocker swivel for other aircraft.
The opportunity to visit an old friend
comes. AVGAS is $5.00per gallon -a
in
his
native land and have the opportunity
good reason to check out some of those
The final landing back in Grovesfield
power settings in the 60 to 65% range. F m was a good test of short field to fly in such a lovely place was one of
techniques. A power line, that was to be the greatest experiences of my aviation
Lunch was in an old Quonset hut. For removed in the not too distant future, sits career. I can say only thanks to Demck
those of you who have served in the across the road from the grass strip. This for his hospitality and look forward to
military, we knew it as the "operations only requires you to be a little more the day when we can do it again.
shack". Only thing missing was the observanton your descent to touchdown.
barb-wire, guards, and sandbags. Over Remembering that your right hand
FLY SAFE. h+MOpA
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CALLUS AT 404-355-9682FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF
COMPONENTS AND PRICES.

PLASTECH
CORPORATION
2080 GENERALTRUMAN
STREET,
N.W.

ATLANTA,
GEORGIA
30318

FAX:404-355-5410

We have 12 factory trained A&P's, including 5 IA's with over
60 years combined Malibu experience.
We offer computerized aircraft history capability including all
Service Bulletin compliance records.
Power Pac spoiler installations

We have trained over 80 pilots in 5 years.
We have approvals for both initial and refresher training.
We offer the most cost-effective pricing in the industry.

Radar pod installations
Installation center for RAM STC alterations

For more information, please contoct
JAY ALLEN, DIRECTOR O F MALIBU
TRAINING
ROBERT MCGUFFIN.

Engine analyzer
installations.
with Tanis
Heater integration.

MALlBU
TRAINING

Installation center for STC'd TSIO-550C engine.
Dynamic propeller balancing.
Digital tachometer installations.
Pressure vessel leak testing.
Factory trained fuel-system analyzing and set up.
+or more informotion, pleose contact
PATRICK BEATY, SERVICE MANAGER
ERIC STOCKWEATHER, CHIEF INSPECTOR
SHARON MULLEN,ADMINISTRATIVEASSISTANT

We have sold over 60 Malibus since the line was
started in 1984.
We have access t o AMSTAT, a national on-line aircraft
information service, which can assist us in locating the ideal
aircraft for you.

Bloomington-Normal Airport
RRI Box 21
Bloomington. IL 6 1704

We welcome trade-ins.
For more informotion, please contoct

FLIGHT SERVICES, LLC

(800) 232-4360
(309) 663-2303
(309) 663-8885 FAX

KEN RITTENHOUSE, SALES MANAGER
TED LAWRENCE, SALES
T O M HILEMAN. SALES

You AND YOURINSURANCE

E

ver wonder why your insurance
company recommends certain
training facilities and denies
ipproval to others. Well the answer may
>eless scientific than you think. Criteria
b r approval of a training facilities for
my specific aircraft is totally dependent
lpon a variety of factors that are often
mrelated to the quality of the training
md ultimately,the safety of yourself and
your aircraft.

Lester Kyle
With over thirty years of instructing and
10,000 hours of flying time, Lester
specializes in ratings upgrades from
Private to Commercial and Commercial t~
ATP. He also provides instrument trainin~
for non-instrument rated pilots. In 1984,
Lester was with the Piper Factory Trainin
Center instructing in various aircraft until
1990, when he founded F.A.C.T.O.R.Y.,
Inc., specializing in Malibu training.

The approving process for a specific
raining organization or individual starts
with a need for training by the insurance
underwriter. Some aircraft such as the
Cessna 210, Bonanza, and Saratoga
require very little training by an insurance
underwriter other than a local checkout
and five hours dual. Exception to this
rule is normally placed on the insured
only in cases of extreme limits of liability
or below normal pilot qualifications.
However, when it comes to pressurized
single and multi-engine aircraft such as
the Malibu, P-210, Cessna 400 Series,
Dukes, and Aerostars the underwriteralmost without exception -is going to
require some sort of formal training.
The above requirement establishes
the need for formally approved training
facilities. The next requirement is for
the insurance underwriting department
to procure approval from the training
organizations offering training for the
initial and refresher course on a specific
aircraft. The search for approved
facilities and trainers starts with
established and known firms that either
advertise in nationally established
aviation publications or have areputation
of expertise in some other aircraft.

and approved, the organization is then
either visited by a representative of the
insurance firm or, if their programs are
known on other aircraft, they will be
granted approval at that time.
Unfortunately,this process is subject
to a lot of abuse. The quality of the
instructorsprovidingthe training is often
unknown or overlooked in the approval
process. In the case of the Malibul
Mirage, one company providingtraining
services for the initial and refresher
courses, provide instructors who
normally teach ten day initial instrument
courses, and who may have never been
in a Malibu before, to conduct the
approvedtraining. One can only surmise
what type of training these individuals
will receive in their aircraft.
Some organizations advertise
simulator training in a specific aircraft.
In most cases, the advertised simulator is
nothing more than a generic training
device with some computer tweaking to
make the numbers look like a Malibu.
Unfortunately, the simulator-or should
I say a training device -often turns out
to be a non-motion fixed-base system.
That does little to provide an accurate
portrayal of the real aircraft.

Normally, a high accidentrate on any
given aircraft prompts the aviation
insurance industry to conduct an
evaluation of the aircraft, insurance
premium rate structure,pilot and training
procedures. When dealing with the cost
of insurance premiums, only the
individual insurance companies and their
underwriting departments can say what
the final outcome will be after a series of
specific aircraft type accidents. There
Organizations wishing to teach in a are some things you the consumer can do
specific aircraft must submit an aircraft to protect yourself and your aircraftwhen
syllabus to each of the insurance procuring initial or refresher training in
companies insuring a specific aircraft. your aircraft.
Once the syllabus is received, reviewed
Continued on Page 42
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Service Difficulty Reports - Cont'd from Page 12

PA-46-310P
Fitting Rusted
Inspection found stab fitting rusted.
Piper SB 962 dated September 29,1993,
does not cover re-inspection of area
affected soon enough. Rust cannot be
seen under fitting and between aircraft
skin. Dissimilar corrosion sets up causing
additional damage.
Submitter recommends complete
removal of fittings and installation of new
cadmium plated fittings as well as
treatment of aircraft skin with zinc
chromate paint. Dinetrol AV8 should be
re-applied after installation per SB 962
instructions. Recommend visual
inspection each 500-hours or 1year using
borescope as aid.

Stratoflex,pln 11lF4174S0152,dated
1-8-95 IT 2355. Hose installed on NLG
door actuator. Hose leaking through
sidewall.

Model PA&-350P
Turbocharger Bracket
Failure

Part total time - 401 hours.

MPA

I

During a scheduled
inspection,
the
left
turbocharger support bracket
(P/N 07A19870) was found
broken. The bracket was
broken just below the top
turbocharger mount lug,
which allowed the weight of
the turbocharger to be
supported only by the lower
attachment. (Refer to the
following illustration.)
The broken lug failed
adjacent to a weld, which
may indicate hydrogen

Hose Leaking

embrittlement was a factor. It was
recommended this area be inspected at
every opportunity.

I

BROKEN LUG

CANOPY COVERS AND INTAKE PLUGS
Custom made for all makes, models, and modifications
Reduces interior temperature by approx. 25" F.
Prevents damage caused by leaking door and window seals.

Covers Also Available:
Windshield Only
Engine
Propellers

RUCE'S CUSTOM COVERS
3 E. California Ave.
nnyvale, CA 94086

TOLL FREE (U.S.): 800/777-640:
PHONE 408/ 738-395!
FAX 408/?38-272!

custom made utilizing the latest in fabric and sewing technology
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Dick has been our MeMOPA Past President for the last two years (1994 and 1995).
A retired USAF Colonel with 28 years of Active, Guard, and Reserve time with about
2500 hours in fightersasan USAF Flight Surgeon, he iscurrently an Anesthesiologist
in Austin, Texas. Dick has been a member of the MmMOPA family since a year after
its conception. His hobbies are camping, backpacking,scuba diving, sailing,fishing,
computers, and driving his truck, but his greatest love is flying his Malibu.

een spending a fair amount of
time in my Malibu 77A
"Princess" the last couple of
months. Lots of time to think as a single
seat pilot. It always amazes me as to
what a great psychiatrist my "Princess"
is when airborne and calm running. We,
as pilots all experience this.
Write to me of some of the developments
that occurred to you while droning along
at altitude and, we will incorporate them
into an interesting "Med-Facts" article
for the journal - in an anonymous mode.
I know all pilots have a host of interesting
reflections that are "created" at altitude.
So much for the Med+Facts. It's
time to talk about our new, as we speak,
Internet Site:

I have always thought that the
M*MOPA organization would benefit
by a Web site for an on time place of
communication and providence of
information. After a few frustrating
attempts of trying to get you all together
at specific times on the Net, I began to
wane in this effort.
But at the Hilton Head meeting, Steve
Bohlig, CEO of Compar Inc., who does
Web sites for a profession, approached
me with the offer to M*MOPA to set up
an Internet Site for M*MOPA for a
demonstration fee of $2,500 (for a
$65,000 site and BBS). What a wonderful
opportunity for the Organization. I flew
to Minneapolis to meet with Steve in this
effort. He and Bob Poznanovich set up

an experimental Web Site for me to
demonstrate the capabilities of this
media.
As we speak, Steve and his colleague,
Mr. Bob Poznanovich, are uploading
preliminary
data
to
http://
www.mmopa.org. We are beginning
with the following:
1. A elementary BBS type site where
we can "chat"' and exchange ideas.

of our Organization.
3. We will begin to upload SDR's
and AD'S.
4. House and Condo Exchange
options.

S. We will support the site just like
we do with the journal via vendor
advertising. Vendors - contact me for
information to get on the site. (Voice =
512-892-6127, Fax = 512-892-6095,

2. A basic information site for us to
log onto and obtain a user ID and
password (which
will be our N# and
serial number and
password to be
released), and any
information for a
member library that
will continuouslybe
uploaded by your
input. We will have
the site obtainable
only by user ID and
password
via
M*MOPA so that
our discussions will
be for our ears only.
Once you sign in,
we will also be able
to impute pictures of
your bird, yourself,
business, friend,
information about
you, or what you
wish. This will
become
e l e c t r o n i c
membership library

Continued on Page 22
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COLUMBIA AIRCRAFT SALES, INC.
Groton - New London Airport, Groton, Ct 06340

CALL GARY SAUNDERS
PHONE (860) 449-8999 OR (860) 448-1234
FAX: (860) 449-9924

NEW ENGLAND'S AUTHORIZED

TAKING ORDERS ON 1997 POSITIONS
NEARLY NEW 1995 MIRAGE, 70 HOURSTT,
FULL WARRANTY, AVAILABLE NOW

TRADES WELCOMED - ALL MAKES AND MODELS
COMPUTERIZED PARTS - A VIONICS
FAA REPAIR STATION

Piper THE TRADITION CONTINUES
THENLWPIPa

AIRC-,
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Chip & Nancy Osborn
N667PC
Kansas City, MO
IT'S CONVENTION TIME
AGAIN!

Chip is involved in marketing and
owns a 1985 Malibu. He holds multiengine and commercial ratings.

Our6thAnnual effort is shaping up to be
our best ever. I'm hoping we'll have the
opportunity to meet these new friends:

Reiner Hannen
D-EFCH
Kieve, Germany

Alberto Lojacano
I-BSAB
Torino, Italy

Reiner is another international
member and is managing director of his
company. He owns a 1986 Malibu.

Another international member.
Alberto owns a 1989 Mirage. He is a
retired market consultant.

Del & Diane Jones
N7O2DJ
Houston, TX

Jack & Patricia Guess
N4358M
Daytona Beach, FL

Del is the new owner of a 1995
Mirage. He's Chairman and CEO of an
insurance company. Del is showing the
'colors' in the official polo shirt he just
ordered. (Shouldn't Diane have one,
too?)

Jack and Patricia are Sy and Mary
Lou Weiner's neighbors in SpruceCreek,
FL and we have Sy to thank for this new
member. Jack is a retired bank owner
and auto dealer. He owns a 1984Malibu
with electric flaps.

Rand & Sherry Spence
N4323D
Dallas, TX
Rand will be sharing the use of Me1
Rushton's 1984 Malibu. Rand is an
ophthalmologist and Me1 gets credit for
this one.

Terry & Mary Mandel
N9257N
Larkspur, CO
Terry is involved in business
development and owns a 1995Mirage. He
was referred to us by Buzz Rabatin at
Aviation Salesin Denver. Thanks,Buzzer!

Don & Jane Lockard
C-GNSS
Beamsville, Ontario
Don owns a 1996 Mirage and is a
businessman with National Socket Screw
Mfg. Glad to have another Canadian,
eh?

Thomas & Tonia Fortner
N926SR
Prescott, AZ
Thomas is self-employedand owns a
1996 Mirage. He's commercial rated
and holds an A&P rating. He's
volunteered for the Maintenance
Committee. Thanks! Thomas was
referred to us by Floyd Asher at
Intermountain Piper.

Zaek & Linda Bowen
Robbinsville, NJ
Zack is in the market for a PA46 and
has joined to learn more about his
purchase. Smartman! He's a stockbroker
and comes to us by way of member,
Peter Welles. Thanks, Pete!

O'Farrell & Melanie Shoemaker
N870FS
Millington, TN
O'Farrell (great name!) owns a 1987
Malibu. He lists his occupation as
endodontics, resorts and airplane sales.
A man of many talents and interests! He
was referred to us by John Mariani of
ATM, Inc.

James & Catherine Gero
N118JG
Rockwall, TX
James is a private investor and owns
a 1995 Mirage.

Herbert Rust
Alexandria, VA
Herbert's membershipcomes through
the generosity of SkyTech again. Herbert
is a dentist.

Kent & Bonnie Jessee
N46KJ
Carlsbad, CA
Kent & Bonnie live in a most
delightful small town in southern
California. Should be easy to get to the
Monterey Convention. Kent is a risk
management consultant and owns a 1996
Mirage with spoilers and Stormscope.
The folks at AVEX Insurance referred
him to us.
Continued on Page 46
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Med + Facts - Continued from Page 19

and meeting lectures.

8. Maintenance centers, parts, good
FBOs will be uploaded as well.
Vendors can also contact SteveBohlig
of Compar (61 2-945-0300, Fax
612-945-9611) for developing a Web
site hyperlink page from our site for your
advertising and manifestation of your
business. M*MOPA is in the process of
establishing costs for this, but it will be
the best bang for-the-buck I can assure
you.

6. We will establish a subjedinterest
"FIND" capability that will allow you to
get to any uploaded information from
our organization. Anyone interested in
doing some of the uploading, contact
me. Sy and myself will be the editors of
the information going into the site. The
"Site" will hold a disclaimer for
M-MOPA that will apply for all
information disseminated from the site.
7. We will upload journal articles

9. All you have to do is to establish a
way to get to the Internet. AOL,
CompuServe, your own server, or the
soon to be available $500Net access box
are all ways to get to our http://www.
mmopa.org site.
10. Steve is also going to upload
on-line weather and flight planning data
so that we will have a one stop location
for flight planning.
Folks, Steve Bohlig and Bob
Poznanovich of Compar are giving us a
great opportunity. Steve is already
uploading his engine failure experience
to the subsite that will be a site for "pilot/
airplane experiences" along with NTSB
accident reports. A sad site, but a place
for us to learn from. Steve is donating a
$65,000Web site to M-MOPA for a year
for us to have and experiment with. This

a

is a great opportunity for MoMOPA
members. Go to it and enjoy and
participate. If there is lack of interest, we
will terminate it. I can assure you that it
will be worth a $lO.OO/month AOL
account or a $500 box.
I will provide alecture at the Monterey
meeting about how to utilize our Web
site, and have a computer display set up
for hands on exposure. See you there should be another great expcricncc for
all MalibuNirage drivers.

There has been a lot of unnecessary
loss of drivers and airframes in the last
12months. There should be no reason to
land short, out of gas. I know that
MoMOPA members are well above the
non-members for accident scenarios.
Encourage known Malibu owners and
drivers to obtain some training and join
M-MOPA. I can personally testify that
my refresher training has kept me on the
right side of the grass. Go do it. It will
make you feel good and alive - when the
options deteriorate.
WOPA

MalibdMirageTraining

Insurance approved by all
major aviation underwriters
forinitial and recurrent
factory equivalenttraining.

Instrument handbooks
S1tandardizedflight training
-High altitude operations
- \Veather
-Autopilot
- C :RM
Likeaircraftequipment, initial and recurrent tralmngcancomein many dIifYerentlevels ofquality. Ifthe
training
tonow has been at best mediocre andgenera6 forgettable,y& oweitto
~ you havereceivedup
~
i
yourselftotry ATM,the acknowledgedleader in MalibuMiragetraining. Our rates are as competitiveas
Updated training manuals
Diversified trainingsubjects:

john ~
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pproximately three years ago,
as one of the members of the
Safety committee, I was tasked
with the responsibility of developing a
"safetyltraining manual". However, at
that time we were involved with the
AOPA in the development of the Safety
Review which basically accomplished
that task.
Several members of the board and
particularly Bill White provided a great
deal of help to Bruce Landsberg at the
AOPA Air Safety Foundation in the
development of the PA-46 review.
After this was a done deal and all
members had received a copy of the
Review, there was still a need for
consolidating the flow of information on
the PA-46 aircraft and it's systems.
I proposed to the board a "Reference
Manual" somewhat similar to the "Tips
Special" that is published by the
Comanche Society and presented an
initial proof of concept at the Hilton
Head Board Meeting. After discussion
of several alternatives, a decision was
made to develop a Reference Manual
using basically all issues of the Malibul
Mirage Magazine.
Future issues will be added fromtime
to time (annually). The ma-jorhurtle, of
course, was to develop an index. I repeat,
the real key to this manual was the
development of the index. Once this was

done, the manual would be a done deal.

than four months.

On Friday evening, riding in the bus
from the Crystal Sands Hotel over to the
famous Hilton Head Lighthouse and
restaurant, I was sitting next to Richard
Ossoff and we fell into a discussion of
how to improve the MoMOPA. I touched
on the reference manual and glibly stated
that I would probably be developing an
index. Richard, proceeded to comment
how important it was that an index be
done properly from the start. I mentioned
that I would probably use my Microsoft
Word program and simply have a go at it
and get Paul Neuda to help.

As a member benefit, all M-MOPA
members have received with this issue
of the MalibuIMirage Magazine, a
complete index of Volumes 1-4. In
addition, there are order forms that speak
for themselves to allow members who
do not have all the back issues the
opportunity to order the needed back
issues to complete their manual at a flat
fee. You can also order a Binder with
appropriateart work andlor you can order
a complete Reference Manual with an
index.

Again, Richard said that it really is
important to do it right form the start and
he then explained that indexing legal
journals was apart of his business. I then
asked if he would have time to do this
task. He said, "No, but he would do it."
As a famous Texan
from Dallas said, "The
rest is history." When I
returned to Tyler on
Sunday night after our
annual meeting, I
gathered all my back
issues of the M-MOPA
and sent them Fed Ex
Monday morning to
Richard. Friday (THE
SAME WEEK) a
package by Fed Ex
amved and contained
three issues completely
indexed for review.
Over the next couple of
months the index was
completed by Richard.
Heather got the art work
together for the binder
and the reference
manual was completed.

I suggest that every owner should
have his own copy of the Reference
Manual and once you have looked at the
absolutely phenomenal index that
Richard has created I believe you will
want to provide your mechanic with his
own copy so that he can maintain your
Continued on Page 32
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From actual approval
of the concept to printing
of the manual was less
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Malibu S
Sales
SkyTech is Pipar authorized sales outlet for six
MiddleA h t i c State8fnvm Maryland to SouthCamlinr,and~Id~e~tionhthcsaleofnrwandp~
owned Malibus and Mirages for the past seven yeam
in a row. We track the pre-owned M?libu market
serial number-byacPirl n-ber worldwide, and uu
c03np;ray in theU.S. to d v e daily upd&b
k a m a c t i horn the FAA. Our howlavpjlpb1euniQPndse~gpricesdmusto
*of
msr irrpcnloorJr a8 the best VALUES in the
pdtio~
market. A~OPIPUyIall of our Malibus ate that~byour&victDcp;ntmenttoinsure
t vaur new Malibu's n w c h t h l condition is

zah

Malibu 1

d

S ~ O i~ C ~ 1.913t ~ CXe
u w MAUBU
your MaMm into a h g u e all its own. Tbe S/X package .ddLII

New print in designer scheme, speed brrkas
dtkPrtc in htber and fabrics, redesiepcd seats
crew seats with lmhtr su
upgrrrdcd-vt@
ndcsig.ta r w rwQ

'ow

#La

95m,EFIS 40,Air Conditioning,KLN-90 GPS, RDS82VPColorVerticalM e R a d a r , Radar Graphics Interface, WX-1000t Stormscope, KNS-81 RNAV, Dual
RMl's, Dual Glideslopes, Co-Pilot Instruments, Leather
Interior, CD Player. One Owner Aircraft.

An ALL NEW panel-mounted 'State-of-the-ht" Engine and Systems Monitoring installation compliments
signifimtchanges totbecockpit enviroMlent for 1996.

Includedintbestandardequipmentpackageisthenew
RoR-2000PmCo1orveItid ProfileRadar, U 9 O B
Apprwch-Catifi GPS, Cockpit Cle~rpaccRecords,
&Pilot Instnunentation, Flight Dinctor, Altitude Re
Select, Yaw Damper. Known Icing, Air Conditioning,
Leather Interior, and much, much more. Two Year

wiumty.

I

Feny time only. King Silver Crown Equipped
including KLN-90B GPS,Five-Tube EFIS System
with Co-Pilot Displays, Multi-Function Display
with Four-Color Vertical Profile Radar, KFC-325
Autopilot.ght D i t o r , Known Icing, Air Conditioning,Battery Powered Emergency Gyro, and a
multitude of other options. Includes Executive
Interiorwith Fully Enclosed Flushing Potty, Lateral
Tracking Seats. Three Writing Tables, Two Refreshment Centers, and a host of other amenities.

811 -!
Tbe MaMh SIX upgrade will propel
mlrrp complete aircraft w;itb:

m),rll acw contemporary interior, the

L
I,

density foam c o ~ ~ t r u c t sbeepkin
h,
accordion style pleated shades,
syamn, redtsioprca eompposb hdlfaer,
t -tion
number.
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Skytech's FAA-Cktified Repair Station and Piper-Authoriaed
k v k Facility employs nineteen lllpintenance technicians and
avionics s p d d b . Five acchniciaRs llso hold IA Certificates.
Our d v e experience with the Mdibu and Mirage hPs allowed Skytech b b e c o the
~ ~ laqpst Malibu/Mir~gcM e e
Cenkr in the US. Ow 18,000 sq. ft. maintenance f d i t y and
cus~mrhufflt
uexvice I ~ ~ YMPllbo
CI
operatorsfrom Canada to
maridp.PoreurtaaKla

whsnaninoet,
we p d d e privatt office S D W ~ n ad COW-

I

Scheduled service

I
I

iincetheinceptionofthe Malibu, Skytechhasbeen
totally engrossed in the Malibu aircraft. Our total
support concept has grown from a stnctly sales and
service point of view into a complete support network. We have developed the Malibu Parts Exchange Network capable of servicing Malibu customers and service facilities anywhere in the world.
Our parts department continues to row and provide smices for a wide range of maintenance
facilities. Our servicedepartmentcontinues to lead
the nation in number of Malibus serviced and maintained. At this point, we have rformed almost
every major re air conceivable rom almost every
part of the u.( As the Malibu enters its second
decade of operation, Skytech is devoting a great
deal of effort in the modification and enhancement
of the existing fleet.

P"

In short, no matter what type of problem or question
you have, SKYTECH, INC. is poised to solve it!

FAX 410/687-2927

Avionics
Auto-pilot repair and troubleshooting
Navlcom repairs
Radar installation and repairs
Flitefone repaidinstallation
GPS installation

Total Customer Support

I

Upgrades 1 Major Repairs
10-550 Conversions

Spoiler installation
Aircraft Recovery
Window replacement

. - ..

II

l00hr 1 annual inspections
Pressurization service
Dynamic prop balance
De-ice system troubleshooting/installation
Engine replacement/uoubleshwting

Custom Interiors
W i g repair and
rebuilding
Complete fuselage
rebuilding

I1

MALIBU/MlRAGE SPECIALISTS
Kevin Mead, A&P, IA, leads Flightcraft's MalibuAnirageteam. Nationally recognized as a leading MalibuAnirage
expert, he is also a regularly published columnist. A staff of ten maintenance veterans and a BendixIKing
avionics expert provide superior technical support. As Northern California's only Factory Authorized Piper
Service Center, Flightcraft's Hayward facility combines Malibuhlirage experience with factory support and an
extensive parts inventory.

AFTERMARKET PRODUCTS
Flightcraft offers modification products including the VK TSIO-550 engine installation, Speed Brakes, Sound
Proofing, Digital Tachometers & Monitors and RAM Cooling Kis.

LOCATION
Flightcraft's facilrty is located at the Hayward Airport, just minutes from San Francisco, Oakland and San Jose.
As a full-service FBO, Flightcraft offers complete aircraft maintenance, avionics, parts, charter and ground
service support.

CALL THE MALIBU / MIRAGE EXPERT

THE N F W =PER
AIRCRIIFT. INC.

-

19990 Skywest Drive Hayward, California 94541
a PAPE' GROUP company

Presidentof ASI-Aero Services and Modern Aero, Inc., Tim has been involved in
aircraft sales and service for over 12 years, specializing in selling and servicing
the Malibu and Mirage aircraft since 1986. He holds a degree in Mechanical
Engineering with major concentrations in internal combustion engine design,
welding and metallurgy. Tirn's25-year aviation experience includes Multi-engine
and Instrument ratings with approximately 3,000 plus hours total time, with over
1,000 hours PIC in PA-46s.

Making it to TBO

Last issue we discussed the operation
of the Continental Engine in the Malibu
aircraft. Now it is time for the Mirage
Owners and Pilots to get their fair share
of time.

This situationraised a lot of questions
in our minds, so we entered into
discussions with both Lycoming and
the new Piper Aircraft, Inc. Why, we
asked, would an engine with this low
time on the cylinders incur this kind of
damage?

The engine we are referring to is the
Lycoming TIO-540-AE2A. In the past
since the Mirage's introduction in 1989,
this engine has had a problem with oil
consumption. Lycoming has in the past
couple of years come out with a new
design oil control ring, piston, and
cylinder to help with this problem.

The answer may surprise you, and I
hope encourage you to take action. It
appears that even though the pilot was
flying the airplane exactly as per the
POH (Pilots Operating Handbook), the
engine got too hot over an extended
period of time and that caused this
severe damage.

We thought that we had the problem
licked, when just before the last
M-MOPA convention, one of our
Mirage owners had a severe increase in
oil consumption at 200 hours since the
new cylinder kits were installed. Upon
further inspection we found enough
damage to the engine that a major
overhaul was necessary.

The problem looks like it was related
to instrument calibration, especially the
T.I.T. gauge. Ours was not an isolated
case. It turns out that Piper has now
issued Service Bulletin 995A (April
26, 1996). SB 99514 specifically
addresses the critical nature of the T.I.T.
system and maintaining proper
calibration. Also a service life of 250

hours on the probe for Mirage aircraft
has been recommended.
If you have not seen this service
bulletin yet, make sure you get a copy
right away. This bulletin applies to
both Malibu and Mirage aircraft. It has
two parts to it. Part I is for both aircraft,
and Part I1 addresses the Mirage only.
Piper considers SB995A to be
mandatory, and to show you how serious
they are, compliance time is not to
exceed 100 hours and highly
recommended to coincide with your
next scheduled maintenance.
If you do not have this service
bulletin yet, call me at (612) 941-6255,
or fax (6 12) 94 1-0307 and I will make
sure you get the information right away.
Also, please contact me if you have
any Tech items or modifications that
you want us to report on. wOPA
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The following is a direct quote
from FAA certification
Flight Tests:
(Temperatures are corrected to
simulate a 100 degree F day.)
"The TSIO-550-C engine is very well
cooled in this installation; qualitatively,
based on my previous experience, it
runs cooler than the original TSIO-520BE engine. Max corrected CHT in MCP
climb is 364 degrees F, giving a margin
of 96 degrees F below the limit of 460
degrees F. Max corrected CHT at
25,000 feet "best economy" leaned
cruise at 262 HP (75% of engine's max
rating of 350 HP) is 403 degrees F,
giving a margin of 57 degrees F below
the limit of 460 degrees F. ...I It] is much
easier to manage in cruise, without the
50 degree F "lean-of-peak TIT
requirement."

-

I

Your Malibu is eligible to have a TCM TSIO 550C engine installed
rated at 350 HP, derated to 310 HP.

--

W e can install your new engine at our facility
at the beautiful Albert Whitted Airport in
downtown St. Petersburg, Florida
- or Call one of our approved installation facilities:

..

Apex Flight Services, LLC Bloomington, Illinois
Aviation Sales 1 Denver Englewood, Colorado
Flightcraft Eugene, Oregon
Flightcraft Portland, Oregon
Modern Aero Eden Prairie, Minnesota
Skytech Baltimore, Maryland
Victor Aviation Palo Alto, California
Western Piper Sales Fresno, California
AirFlite PTY, Ltd. Western Australia

.

. .

.

a

Here is what this new 550C Continental engine will do for your Malibu:
Take off using only 88.5% power (88.5 x 350 HP = 310 HP). The engine is
approved for continuous operation at 3 10 HP.
30 more HP at 75% power (75% x 350 = 262.5 HP as opposed to 75% x 3 10 HP
= 232.5 HP).
Flying at speeds comparableto your 520 BE engine, the 550C will just be loafing
along with comparable fuel flows and less manifold pressure or lower RPM -which equates to cooler temperatures and longer life.
Flying at normal power settings, with comparable payloads, your Continental
powered Malibu will perform better than a Mirage -- due to approximately 330
pounds less basic airplane weight and a Continental tuned induction system.
The 550C engine is approved to use your same propeller -- the external
dimensions and weight of the 550C engine are identical with the 520BE, therefore
no airplane modifications are required.
The 550C engine has a TBO of 2,000 hours.

The exchange installed price is $59,850 plus tax and freight. This includes new Lord
mounts, hoses, dynamic prop balance, STC and Flight Manual Supplement.
If your Malibu is not already equipped with spoilers, we recommend power pac spoilers.
We can install them at the same time of your 550C engine change for $10,750 plus tax.

About Their New Continental TSIO
550C Engines:
"With the 550C engine, at gross weight, I am realizing
a 10 knot increase in TAS at altitude. This number
increases to 14 knots at mid-weight. I used to plan on
a climb of no more than 700 FPM at gross. I now plan
for 1000FPM. I have been using the TCM numbers for
climb and cruise and have been setting cruise power
about 70%"
Gene Quesnoy, Visalia, CA, N9122L

"CHT + oil temperatures are running considerably lower.
The engine runs stronger and quieter than the 5 2 0
David Stauffacher, Madison, WI, N711XL

"The diagnosis: Cooler smoother and quieter 550C engine
delivers with increased performance during takeoff, climb
and cruise speed and you know . . . this is a winner!"

"Just a note to tell you how pleased I am about the performance
of my new engine. I've noticed a significant improvement in takeoff acceleration, climb, cruise-climb and speed.

Dr. O'Farrel Shoemaker, Memphis, TN

I particularly like being able to run the engine at 55% power while
still achieving true air speed of between 175 and 194 knots.
CHT's of 300 - 315 degrees and oil temps of 130 - 140 degrees.
I also really like the additional options and flexibility in
performance that this engine gives me.

" 14 knot increase in speed at 75%. Same fuel flow and speed
at 65% as with 520 running 75%. Runs cool"

Dr. Don Goldberg, Beverly Hills, CA, N9275Y

The ram cooling kit conversion has also been outstanding."
"I am thankful for your efforts obtaining the 550 STC for the
Malibu. Performance of the aircraft is definitely improved
Dr. Tom Malloy, Lake Oswego, OR, N9221M

Mike Cheezem, St. Perersburg, FL, NlOEY

"At 65% power FL250, lean of peak; what a feeling to see
operating temperatures in the middle of the green."

"Malibu N9 136Zhas 15 hours on new 550C engine and used only
1 112 quarts of oil. Engine smooth - increased performance of 10
to 14 knots in the 65% to 75% range. 2300 RPM and 29.5 MP
gives a good quiet 65% power setting. Thus far we are enthused."

Lyle Kallis, Red Deer, Alberta, Canada, N550VK

Howard A. Hermel, Mankato, MN, N9136Z

t'm

FAA STC Number SA0038 OAT

Approved to replace TSIO 520 BE with TSIO 550C

A Piper PA-46-35OPMirage struck
trees during a go-around at
Bedminster, New Jersey, at about
1510 EST on Friday, February 23.
IMC prevailed and an IFR flight plan
was filed for the cross-country flight
that had departed Vero Beach, Florida,
at 1010 EST. Reportedly the aircraft
landed roughly halfway down
Runway 30 after an instrument
approach. The 2,733-foot runway
was wet.
The pilot tried to go around but the
aircraft struck trees at the departure
end of the runway. The pilot reported
no malfunctionswith the aircraft. The
weather was reported as a ceiling of
900 feet overcast and a visibility of
two miles in fog. The aircraft was
substantially damaged and the
passenger received minor injuries but
the private pilotlowner was not
injured.

approach its left wing hit the ground
roughly 75 feet from the approach on
Runway 26 at Butler about 30 minutes
earlier. He stated that there were
intermittent snow showers during his
approach and landing and that the
visibility was less than two miles.
However, a snow squall then moved
over the airport and the visibility was
significantly less. He added that he
checked the windsock and estimated that
the wind was from the northwest at ten to
fifteen knots with gusts. He ran into
turbulence and his airspeed varied plus
or minus ten knots. Flight control
continuity was confirmed during postaccident examination.

impacted the terrain near Aitkin,
Minnesota.
Instrument
meteorological
conditions prevailed at the time of the
accident. The personal flight was
being conducted under 14 CFR Part
91. An IFR flight plan was on file.
The pilot and three passengers on
board were fatally injured. The flight
originated at International Falls,
Minnesota, at 1300 CDT, and was en
route to Ottumwa, Iowa.

Piper PA-46
OnFebruary 15,1996, about 0554
Universal Time, a Piper PA46,
N25 144(serial number46-8508098),
registered to a partnership in Canby,
Oregon, crashed near Kitwe, Zambia.
The airplane was destroyed and all
five persons on the airplane were
fatally injured. The weather
conditions at the accident site are
unknown. It is not known if a flight
plan had been filed for the flight.

Preliminary investigation did not
reveal any pre-collision anomalies with
the airplane. At 0945 EST the weather at
Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania, 19 miles to
the east, was reported as: Estimated
ceiling 3,000 feet broken, visibility 20
miles, and wind from 3 10 degrees at 15
knots. At 1045 EST it was: Estimated
ceiling 3,000 feet broken, visibility 20
Piper-46-350 Mirage
The investigation is under the
miles, and wind from 3 10 degrees at 15
A Piper-46-350 Mirage collided knots with gusts to 20 knots. The airplane jurisdiction of the government of
with terrain while on final approach was destroyed and the pilot/owner and Zambia. Any other information
pertaining to this accident may be
at Butler, Pennsylvania,at about 1010 the passenger were seriously injured.
EST on Monday, February 12. IMC
obtained from, the Zambian Civil
Aviation Department,Dakar, Zambia
Piper-46-310 Malibu
prevailed but no flight plan was filed
for the cross-country flight from Erie,
0062, telephone: (260-1-250955.
On June 2, 1996, at 1333 Central
Pennsylvania.
This report is for information
Daylight Time (CDT), a Piper, PA-46Reportedlythe pilot was making a 310P, N9114Q, operated by a private purposes only and contains only
visual approach to Runway 08 at pilot, was destroyed when during cruise information released by Zambian
WOPA
Butler. During the airplane's final flight it broke up, and subsequently Government.
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YOUR WESTERN STATES MALIBUIMIRAGE SERVICE AND PARTS
EXPERTS MAINTAINING 50 MALIBUIMIRAGE AIRCRAFT
WESTERN PIPER SALES

- FRESNO, CA

Div of Central California Aviation, Inc.

LOCATED IN THE MIDDLE OF THE BEAUTIFUL CENTRAL
CALIFORNIA SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY FOR 23 CONTINUOUS YEARS
SERVICE:

Expert Scheduled Service, Majorminor Service and Repairs, Fuselage-Wing Repair
and Rebuilding, Aircraft Recovery, Insurance Repairs and Rebuilding, Window Replacement, Lycoming and
Continental Engine Specialists - Replacement/Troubleshooting, Pressurization Service, Spoilers, De-Ice
Installation/Replacement/Repairs,
Prop Balancing. King Avionics and Autopilot Service on Site, Air Shuttle
Service.

SALES:

sell - Consign - Purchase Pre-owned Malibu and Mirage.

SPECIALISTS IN: De-Ice System Installations and Repairs, RAM Engine Cooling
Kits, Plastech Window Shade Mod, Super Soundproofing Mods, Trouble Shooting,
Pre-Purchase Inspections and Evaluations, Engine Fuel Systems, Pressurization
Experts, Cylinder and Engine Overhaul and Exchanges, Van Kesteren TSIO-550
Engine Upgrade Installation Specialists With No State Sales Tax Event.

Robert D. Pursell, President
1-800-60-PIPER 1-209-252-2926
FAX: 1-209-252-7837

Reference Manual - Continued from Page 23

If a member finds an article that he/
she thinks should be reprinted in the
MalibuJMirage Magazine in its original
form, please get copyright permission
and then submit the article for reprint in
ourmagazine. Members writing reviews
and providing referencesto other articles
can of course be done without obtaining
copyright permission.

airplane's health. Also, this is a must
have item for your airplane along with
the Piper Owners Manual and the AOPA
Safety Review.
Any constructive comments to make
this abetter manual would be appreciated.
It will be updated annually, and as you
can tell, the issues henceforth will come
pre drilled for three ring binders. Also,
all written material provided for the
academic sessions at the annual meeting
will, in the future, be indexed and
included for each reference manual.

In preparing forthis reference manual,
there was consideration of including
other articles. This is an expensive and
time consuming process in terms of
getting copyright permission and
therefore the decision to move forward
-without this limitation -was made.

The quality of the reference manual
will continually depend on the quality of
the index and the material in the Malibd
Mirage Magazine as well as our annual
academic sessions. For that reason, all
members are encouraged to write and
share their knowledge. Articles from
other journals can be reviewed and
submitted to the MoMOPA and this is
naturally encouraged. It will provide a
greater resource.

However, there are a lot of good
articles about the MalibulMirageaircraft
in other publications and hopefully in
the future some of these will find their
way into this reference manual through
reviews and referencesin member written
articles, and even approved reprints.
For example, at my request, Larry
Grant submitted a very complete list of

mostly foreign publications about his
airplane for us to consider. He purchased
the first Malibu and both his airplane and
Larry made a lot of history. Larry will be
one of our speakers in Monterey this
year and for those who missed his
presentation at the first two meetings,
you are really in for a treat. For those
who heard his two presentations, Larry
has assured me his airplane and he have
even more tales to tell and even the Air
France pilot may show up!
I would like to take this opportunity
to thank every one on the board and all
who have helped bring this to fruition. I
shudder to think what the index would
have looked like had I done it as originally
planned, and in addition, I can assure
you I would probably still be working on
Volume 1.
Richard Ossoff, I really thank you
and the MoMOPA thanks you. I'll wager,
that you know more about the PA-46
from this endeavor than you would have
ever believed.

d
m
SERVICE

Modern Aero, Tnc.

We now maintain over 40 Malibu/Mirage aircraft on a regular basis, and many of these
people came to us from more than 1000NM away from Minneapolis. As a result, we have
expanded our Service Department staff. In this way, we can insure the best possible
turnaround time for our customers We offer:
Parts Dept.
. open
- 7:30AM - 6:00PM CST

Experienced Malibumirage
Servke Technicians
Huge MalibuIMirage Parts
Inventory

l

TSIO-550 STC Installation Center

l

Radar Pod Installations

I

l

l 800 Watts Line for service and
Parts

TE3M 700 Service Center

Dealer for Spoilers, Inc.
We ship Parts, Same Day; Worldwide

MODERN
AERO,INC. AS1 - AEROSERVICES

.

14801 Pioneer Trail, Flying Cloud Airport, Minneapolis, MN 55347
Telephone: (6 12) 94 1-2595 Fax: (6 12) 941-0307 Toll Free 1-800-937-2376
Certified Repair Station MZERl 98L
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Avoid Engine Shock Heating
During Takeoff
Conversations usually center
around shock "cooling". What is
shock heating? It is when the pilot
instantly "pours the coal" to the
engine(s) as he begins his takeoff. It
comes as quite a shock to the
engines(s).
Remember, the majority of
engine failures take place during
power changes - takeoff and
landing. The pilot uses gear, flaps,
speed brakes, gradual power
reductions and 1200 - 1400 Deg. F.
EGT mixture settings to control
shockcooling during rapid descents.
RAM suggests the same degree of
attention when transitioning to
takeoff power. Shock heating, as a
result of a rapid advance to takeoff
power, can be as hard, or harder, on
the engine(s) as shock cooling.
While the aircraft is taxied to the
runway, at fast idle, internal cylinder
temperatures are warm, but a long
way from the heat and pressures of
full power. The oil is warm, but still
cold enough to be at a higher than
normal pressure. This, in turn, sends
false feedback messages to the

internal engine control systems. It takes
time for the engine systems to do their
work and to absorb the heat.
Bursting into full power can be
compared to spilling a half cup of coffee
vs. spilling the entire pot. The latter has
a tremendous amount of heat. Damage
is likely result anytime anyone or
anything is forced to absorb heat
instantly rather than gradually.
RAM acceptance pilots use the
following takeoff technique to help
smooth the transition to higher cylinder
temperatures and system pressures.
When lined up on the runway
centerline for takeoff, hold the brakes
and smoothly advance the throttles to
27-30 inches of manifold pressure.
Allow the MP (power) to stabilize 3-5
seconds: During that time, scan the
engine instruments. Verify that they
are normal.

Again, scan the instruments
and make afinal throttle adjustment,
probably at the full forward position
this time.
Should an immediate takeoff
be required upon arrival at the
runway, the same procedure can be
followed during the takeoff instead
of holding brakes, runway length
providing.
In either case, cross checking
fuel flow, RPM, MP, and EGT is
essential. It enables you torccognize
and react to critical or premature
instrument readings in a timely
manner. Plus, it helps youremember
the exact numbers when later
communicatingwith your mechanic.
He needs to know specifics in order
to troubleshoot effectively. Of
further benefit, there should be no
more surging and overboosting.

Most importantly, smooth power
Release the brakes and smoothly increases will .allow the cylinder
advance the throttles to takeoff power1 combustion chambers to experience
MP. This does not mean full forward to a more constant and orderly
the firewall. Remember, oil pressures transition to the high temperature
and feedback signals to the controllers range of their design limits. RAM
are adjusting as the temperatures rise. welcomes any questions regarding
Allow the systems time to do their this or similar operational
work.
wOPA
procedures.

Miss the Monterey Convention
and You'll Miss a Real Treat The Snrdine Pnrtmwfnr ninnerl
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One o f the worldk finest scenic and recreational areas
is the setting for the 1996 M*MOPA Convention.
Don 't miss it! October 2 - 6.

A viation Specialist

CUSTOMIZED CLIENT SERVICE
Beginning WIU, the Efirbrt to Know Our Uient's Values & Requbuacnb

-

Specific Policy Research
Client Updating
Insurance Contract R e v i e w

To serve our clients with such care and excellence that
they cannot find comparable value elsewhere.

SERVING THE
AwAnON
INDUSTRY
SINCE 1979
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(805)522-3428 (81 8)340-3077

-

(800)634-M01
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Don M. Grondh

METAR (SPECI or Special Report)
Note: When METAR data 1s missmg (e.3. dew point), :I is simply omitted and the user
must know the sequence to recognize this. Some exceptions apply in remarks such as
RVRNO, or SLPNO when RVR or SLP are normally reported but not currently available.

METAR KPlT 201955Z 22015G25KT 314% R28WP600FT TSRA
OVCOI OCB 18116 A2992 RMK SLP013 TO1760158
Where:
When:
Wind:
V:
VRB:
Visibility:

KPlT
201955Z 90th day of month at 19552
22015G25KT 220 degrees at 15 gusting to 25 knots
Var~abledirection e.g., 20015KT 920V280
Variable direction when speed is less than or equal to 6 knots
314SM 314 statute miles, typical: 2 3/4SM, ISM,

RVR RP8WP6M)FT Runway 28 Right visibility 9600 feet
M: Used for RVR less than lowest reportable sensor value
(e.9. M600FT)
P: Used for RVR greater than highest reportable sensor value
(e.3. P6OOOfT)
V: Variable
Significant Weather: TSRA thundentormlmoderate rain (See Abbreviations)
Sky Condition: OVCOlOCB overcast clouds at 1000 feet consisting of
cumulonimbus
Typical: SKC, FEW, XT, BKN, VV004 indefinite ceiling (Vertical Visibil~ty)
400 feet or V V/l/ indefinite ceiling height not available
TempemturdDew Point: 18116 18 degrees Celsiusldew point 16 degrees Celsius
M = Minus (below zero)
Altimeter: A2992 inches of mercury and preceded by an "A"
RMK SLP013 TO1760158 10142 90012 401120084 At selected stations,
Sea Level Pressure is reported as the last three digits in hectoPascals (miliban)
(e.g., 1013 is reported as SLP013). Codes such as TO1760158 1OW2 20012
and 401120084 are climate temperature information.

-

Visib~lity: 3SM 3 statute miles, typical 2 3/4SM, 1SM,
P6SM: Greater than 6 statute miles
SHRA light rain showers (See Abbreviations)
Significant Wx:
Sky Condition: BKNOPO broken clouds at 2000 feet.
Typical: FEW, SCT, BKN, OVC.
VV004 indefmite ceiling (Vertical Visibility) 400 feet or WIIl.
lndef~niteceiling height not available CB and TCU clouds
noted when present.
Sequence of Wind, Visibility, Significant Weather and
Sky Condition repeats preceded by:
FMP030: From 2030Z
P R O W 2022: There is a 40 percent probability between 200OZ and 2200Z.
FM2300: From 2300Z
TEMPO 0407: Temporarily between 04002 and 07002
FMl000: From 1OOOZ
BECMG 1315: Becoming between l3OOZ and 15002

-

Note: Weather conditions such as wind and sky condition may be omitted
after PROB40, TEMPO, and BECMG if no change is expected from those
same conditions given in the previous time block.

Abbreviations
A01

A09

AMD
BECMG

BKN
CLR

TAF (TAF M I D is Amended Forecast when included)
KPlT 0917POZ 091818 PPOPOKT WSOl5130045KT 3% -SHRA BKNOPO
FMP030 30015GP5KT 3% SHRA OVCO15 PROW 2099 1/P TSRA
OVCW8CB FM2300 27008KT 5% -SHRA BKNOPO OVC040 TEMPO
0407 OOOOOKT 1SM -RA FG
FMl000 22010KT 5% -SHRA OVCOPO BECMG 1315 80010KT P6SM
NSW SKC

COR

FEW
FM

LDG
M
M

Where: KPlT
When: 0917POZ issuance day and time: 9th day at 17902
091818valid p o d : 9th day at 18002to next day(1Wl)at 18002
Wind: 22020KT WU)15/30045KT 290 degrees at 90 knots with low
level w ~ n dshear at 1500 feet forecast to be 300 degrees at 45
knots (only nonconvective, low level, wind shear is forecast)

NO
NSW
OVC

P

Automated
Obsemt~on
mthout
prectptiatton dtxr~m~ntw
(ratn/sw)
Automated
-tton
~ r n
preclptiattond~scrtmtntof ( r a t n / s w )
Amended Fore&
(TAF)
becorn~ng
(expected
beweell '2 digit
beginning hour and 9
d~gttendtng hour)
Broken
Clear at or &low
1'2,000 feet
(AWOYAXX report)
Correction to Ue
observat~on
1 m 9 octas (eighths)
cloud covemge
From (4 dlglt
beglnntng tlme in
houn and minutes)
Landtng
In temperaturefield
meam 'mtnus' or
below zero
In RVR listing indcates
vislbtlity less than
lowest reportable
sensor value (e g.

highest reportable
s e w wlue (e.9.
PtCQoFr)
WSM Mstbtlity greater h n 6
SM (TAF only)
PROB.K) ~iobabtltty
40 wcent
R Runway (used In RVR
RMK

W

M

RUnwaY

SCl
SKC
SLP

Scattered
Sky Ciear
Sea Level Ressure
(e.g., 1013 reported as
013)
SM Statute mileW
SPEC1 Swtal Report
TEMPO Tempomry changes
expected (behveen Q
d~gttbeglmtng hour
end P dtglt endtng
hour)
TKOf Takeoff
T01760158. 10149. POOlQand
4011POOE4'ln Renwb-examples
of temperature tnformahon
V Vanes (w~nd
direcnon
and RVR)
vC wcinlty
VRB Vanable mnd
d~recttonwhen swed

SH
TS

Low DriRing

Supercookd/heezing

Shallow
Partial
S
M
Thundemm

Weather Phenomena
BR
DS

w

Mlst
Dvst Ston
Wtdesaead Dust

FC

Funnel Cloud

RI

Smoke
Hall
Smal Hailkow

+FC~&&Pkater~pout
FG Fos
GR
GS
HZ
IC

PelleD
Haze

~cectysta~s
E Ice Pellets
PO DuSVSadlXmlrl~

5A

Sad

SG Snow Graim
SN
SQ
SS

Snow

Sswll
Sandstam

UP Unknown
Precioitation
(~utomted
Obse~atlO'TS)

VA Volcanlc Ash

rn)
Not awlable (e.9.

SLPNO, RVRNO)
No Stgnlficant Weather
Wrcast
In RVR Indicates
ns~b~ltty
greater

measurement)
Remark

DR
R
MI
PR

low I w l and not
asscctated mth
cmalw actmty)

P
,z
tc
h
e
s
BL

Blowing

Cloud

CB
TCU

Cumulonimbus

Towering Cumulus

C/

&he
Aviation Sales, Inc. office com
pictured, is located on Denver's Centei
Airport. Our facility combines moderi
space with attached hangars. Full FBC
amenities are available.

d 4 n e Malibus are based on Centennial Airport.
Seven of those are Mirages and were sold new by
the Aviation Sales, Inc. marketing personnel.
Aviation Sales, Inc. also enjoys the privilege of
selling numerous previously owned Malibus &
Mirages of high quality worldwide.
Our marketing department continuously follows
the MalibuIMirage market. They are constantly
seeking high quality aircraft to purchase for our
inventory.
-.

Maintenance department with state of
the art equipment, employs only full-time
I.A. qualified mechanics.
Our computer printed log book entries,
service publication compliance and tail to
spinner component history reports impress
not only our customers, but sales and
maintenance facilities alike.
We respect you our customer and your
aircraft. Our "Attention to Detail"
philosophy extends from the work we
perform, through our paperwork, to our
level of customer service.

ur experience ranges from single
engines to Turbo Props to Jets to the
collector's World War I1 P-5 ID. It is our
obligation to have the knowledge, computer technology and market awareness to
help transition our customers when their
aircraft needs and desires change . These
aircraft owners have trusted in our abili- . .
- .
ties as experienced aviation protkssionals
time and time again.

Since 1939, Pilatus Aircraft Ltd. has been an aircraft manufacturer in Stans, Switzerland.
Pilatus is one of the leading PT-6A powered manufacturers in the world.

AVIATION SALES, INC.
Centennial Airport
12260 E. Control Tower Road
Englewood, Colorado 801 12

Phone (303) 799-9999

AA

Piper

SERVICE CENTER

From Doug Day

Climbing with the power of twin 335 hp RAM engines, RAM's newest performance update for the pressurized Cessna 4144 features maximum continuous power
to reach FL250 in 25 minutes. New Airesearch higher capacity turbochargers are of
'90's design offering70% more compressor volume to accerate the RAM Sewn to
230 ktas (265 mph) @ 75% power on 20.7 gph/engine at FL250.
RAM Sewn includes an additional 320 lbs. useful load, quieter new McCauley
C-515 Sabre Tip propellers, the improved reliability of RAM's new electronic
synchrophaser,the superior engine cooling of RAM's larger cowl flaps and engine
cooling air drag reduction package, reduced stall speeds and lower Vmc with RAM
vortex generators, plus the accuracy of an electronic fuel management system
coupled with RAM calibrated engine instruments.
RAM Seven has been three years in the making...
incorporating advanced engineering through computer design and 3 months of flight-test engineering. RAM Seven is
the performance and reliability leader of the piston twin class.

-

1990 MODEL TAW
TURBOCHARGER
COMPRESSOR
VOISMR = 17 in.'

TAKEOFF POWER (335 hp at 2700 & 38")
5 MINUI'I? (NOISE LIMIT)
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
I325 hp at 2650 & 38")TO 25,000 h.
75% CRUISE (251 hp at 2400 & 30") TO 30.000 fl.

-

INTERCOOLER 1995 DESIGN

STC SA091 OISC

CLEAR OI'EIIV; \RE\ 7X in.
LARGER SMOOIHER 4IR !\IT
PROVI1)ES MORE ('001.IV; WITH
LESS ('001.1\(, I)RA(;

RAM's low-profile, minimum drag, dual external air inlets and t w o separate
internal air ducts provide improved air supply to both the intercooler and
induction air system. Flight proven at the same altitude andfuelflow, RAMS
dual air system out performed the nearest after-market
intercooler competitor by I1 knots -flying against a
comparable Cessna 4144 with equivalent RAM engines.
To learn more, contact RAM soon.

AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
7505 Airport Drive

MaliblrMirage Magazine
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Because the Solargizer Aviation Kit will
reverse sulfation and revitalize your battery,
you can expect a greatly extended lifetime
of the battery, 100% efficiency, reduced
recharge time, extended battery capacity so
it runs longer between recharges, and
substantially reduced maintenance and
replacement costs! Since batteries last

1995
RAM

-,,

AERODYNAMIC SHAPE YIEI.D MINIMAL
SPII.I.AGE Awl) DRAG SH,\PE.

The Solargizer Aviation Kit is the only
product of its kind in the world! It is a
proven electronic device designed to
eliminate the number one cause of battery
problems - sulfation. Sulfation is where
sulfur molecules in the battery acid coat the
battery's positive and negative lead plates
during energy discharge. The more the
plates are coated, the less energy they can
accept. Using an incredible breakthrough
called pulse technology, the Solargizer emits
a pulsating DC current into the battery.
These pulses remove the sulfates from the
plates. With clean plates, the battery will
start every single time, even on aircraft and
vehicles which are hangared or stored.

Waco, Texas 76708

longer, it even helps protect our environment
since there will be less contamination from
prematurely discarded batteries.
Solargizer Aviation Kit i s small,
weatherproof, easy to install and available
in 12, 24, and 36 volt models with solar
panels. AC adapters are also available for
each model. Suggested retail pricing ranges
from $99.95 to $239.95 for the Aviation
Models. Kits for ground support vehicles
are available from $59.95 and up.
For'more information, call True Air
Service, Inc. at 1.800.539.8842 or fax 9411
729-8525. The address is 6344 28th Avenue
MOPA
East, Palmetto, FL 34221.

Goose Bay, Canada
Exchange Rate: $1.00 = $1.36 CA
Landing or Departure Fee
n/a
$5
Parking
Handling Fee
n/a
Other
n/a
$2.86
100 LL / per US gallon
FBOIHandling Woodward
Good
Lodging Aurora Hotel
Fair
Meals Aurora Hotel
Poor

Narsarsuaq, Greenland
Exchange Rate: $1.00 = 5.00 DKK
Landing or Departure Fee
$6
Parking
$20
Handling Fee
$68
Other- Sunday opening
$320
$8.71
100 LL / per US gallon
FBOIHandling
Do-it-yourself / Easy
Lodging
Hotel Narsarsuaq / Good
Meals
Hotel Narsarsuaq / Superb

Reykjavik, Iceland
Exchange Rate: $1.00 = 61.63 IKR
Landing or Departure Fee
$20
Parking
$1
Handling Fee
$114
Other- Customs fee
$11
$2.40
100 LL / per US gallon
FBOIHandling
Flight Services / Great
Lodging
Hotel Holt I Great
Meals
Restaurant Naust 1 Superb

Glasgow, Scotland
Exchange Rate: $1.00 = 0.65 f
Landing or Departure Fee
$23
Parking
$7
Handling Fee
$45
Other
n/a
$4.15
100 LL / per US gallon
FBOlHandling
Execair / Great
Meals
Airport cafeteria / Fair

Dusseldorf, Germany
Exchange Rate: $1.OO = 1.48 DM
Landing or Departure Fee
$77
Parking
$6
Handling Fee
n/a
Other
n/a
$6.35
100 LL I per US gallon
FBOtHandling
Do-it-yourself / Easy

Luqa, Malta
Exchange Rate: $1.0 = 0.355 Lm
Landing or Departure Fee
Parking
Handling Fee
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nla
n/a
n/a

Other
n/a
100 LL / per US gallon
$3.85
FBOIHandling
Do-it-yourself / Fair

Nice, France
Exchange Rate: $1.0 = 5.08 Francs
Landing or Departure Fee
$78
Parking
n/a
Handling Fee
n/a
Other
nla
100 LL 1per US gallon
$5.27
FBOIHandling
Do-it-yourself / Easy

Bergen, Norway
Exchange Rate: $1.0 = 6.26 NOK
Landing or Departure Fee
$57
Parking
n/a
Handling Fee
nla
Other
n/a
$2.47
100 LL Iper US gallon
FBOIHandling
Do-it-yourself/ Fair
Lodging
Augustin Hotel / Good
Meals
Forgettable I Poor

Landing or Departure Fee
n/a
Parking
n/a
Handling Fee
n/a
Other
nla
$3.00
100 LL I per US gallon
FBOlHandling
Do-it-yourself/ Easy
Meals
Airport / Good

Spare Parts To Cany Along
Nose gear tire and tube
Main gear tire and tube
Vacuum pump L and R
Alternator
Alternator belts for #1 & #2
Voltage regulator
Starter
Engine oil
Oil filter
Hydraulic fluid
Spark plugs
Instrument panel post lamps

-

Authorizations

Kangerlussuaq,Greenland(Sondrestrom)
Exchange Rate: $1.0 = 5.69 DKK
Landing or Departure Fee
$5
Parking
n/a
Handling Fee
$85
n/a
Other
$7.45
100 LL / per US gallon
FBOIHandling
Do-it-yourself/ Fair
Meals
Airport dining / Good

Iqaluit, Canada (Frobisher Bay)
Exchange Rate: $1.0 = $1.36 Cdn
Landing or Departure Fee
nla
Parking
n/a
Handling Fee
n/a
Other
nla
$1.90
100 LL / per US gallon
FBOIHandling
Do-it-yourself/ Fair
Lodging
Discovery / Good
Meals
Discovery/ Fair

Bastia, Corsica (France)
Exchange Rate: $1.OO = 5.08 Francs
Landing or Departure Fee
$30
Parking
n/a
Handling Fee
n/a
Other
n/a
$4.82
100 LL I per US gallon
FBOIHandling
Do-it-yourself I Tough

Wabush, Canada
Exchange Rate: $1.O = $1.36 Cdn

Transport Canada must authorize the
North Atlantic flight.
Prior permission requiredfor landing at
Goose Bay.
Departure slots required for most flights.
Avionics
HF radio not required by Transport
Canada.
Spare handheld GPS worthwhile.
Emergency Equipment
Transport Canada provides list of
equipment requiredforTransAtlanticflight.
Rentedfrom Ed Carlson(ExportAircraft),
Nashua, NH. Tel: (603) 8864862 Fax:
(603) 881-5332.
Winslow raft, not Eastern Aero Marine or
Survival Products. (See "Aviation
Consumer", April 1994)
Fuel Tanks
Temporary supplementary tanks not
needed.
Weight 81Balance
The Mirage was approximately 8% over
maximum gross weight on several legs.
No discernible performance degradation
noticed.
Continusd at the Bottom of the Next Page

-

Crossing the Atlantic Continued from Page 13

It is important to climb out at a steady
economy climb -I use 2500 rpm and 30
inches as it is very important not to waste
fuel on the climb out. Level off at FL 250
and continue at 25/25 (i.e. 65%). This has
given me an average fuel consumption of
14 gallons per hour, exactly as the book
says.
I always obtain the full weather
information and then get the briefer to go
through the freezing levels, difficult areas
and forecast winds including any
assumptionsor possible changes which he
will not commit to paper. In other words,
I solicit his advice.
After levelingoff and relaxingat 25,000
feet, you can enjoy the most beautiful
scenery possible as there is not a lot to do.
However, this is where you start to check,
monitor, check and monitor again. Quite
obviously,you will havetogiveoutposition
reports. These are spelled out in the manual
and I always write them out ahead of time
because you will inevitablyalways beasked
to repeat.
VHF does not have full coverage of the
legs but I have never found this to be a
problem. It is recommended to have an HF
but it is not mandatory. During your flying
it is important to keep planning forward to
checkanddoublecheck your fuel supplies.

Flight Log - Continued from the Previous Page

Airport

Location

Goose Bay

Canada

Narsarsuaq

Greenland

Reykjavik

Iceland

Glasgow

Scotland

Dusseldorf

Germany

Bastia

Corsica

Luqa

Malta

Nice

France

Dusseldorf

Germany

Bergen

Norway

Reykjavik

Iceland

Sondrestrom

Greenland

Frobisher

Canada

Wabush
Bangor, Maine

Canada

Date

Inmost instances withaMalibuitispossible
to fly direct from Goose Bay to Reykjavik
and not have to land in Narssarssuaq.

(EGBW). You can land at the northernmost point, Benbecula (EGPL), or
Inverness (ECPE) and so on, but if you
book ahead you can come straight to the
In April 1995,I left Goose Bay at 14:15 centre of England into EGBW where you
and arrived at Reykjavik at 19:00 hours - will not be charged an arm and a leg for the
just under five hours -which left me with landing and customs. It is also within easy
slightly over half fuel left in the aircraft reach of some of the best sight-seeing
tanks. When I am confident of the wind areas of England. Very central to all the
and the range etc., I change to 75% power major cities and quite obviously hotels,
as I always prefer to fly at that setting.
taxis or hire cars (which are all available
fairly local), the most important thing is
Landing at Narssarssuaq is different that you will meet a lot of nice people and it is essential to brush up your ADF but that's another story.
flying and study the charts. When you
make your approach to land at the bottom
Note: I always carry an aluminum
of the glacier, be careful. It can be very ramp to push the plane up on one main
cold as well as very expensive, should you wheel at a time. This enables me to level
mis-judge. Don't let anyone put you off, it the wings for refueling, giving me
is easy if you obey the rules, it is so approximately 30 extra gallons. You have
beautiful, breath taking, and so rewarding to make sure that the air in the tanks is
extracted and that you fill them very slowly.
There are good hotels at Goose Bay and Ofcourse,you can install the new outboard
Reykjavik. At Goose Bay, you will need a caps which were presented at the recent
taxi ride but Reykjavik is a five minute convention. Charts, etc. can be obtained
walk with most facilities all at hand. The from Jeppesen as a Trip Kit. Make sure
flightfromReykjavikto theUKis relatively that you ask for the Northern Route
easy. It is also very beautiful and in clear covering Goose Bay-Nassakena-Iceland
weather, you pass over the Western Isles airway charts for the U.K. If you have any
and over the Northern tip of England over questions, give me a call.
the Lochs, down through the middle of
Scotland (hope you can understand the Derrick Clark owns Malibu N88PL and
Scottish controllers' dialect) to Glasgow has 1050 Hours ofMalibu Time. He resides
and then on to Manchester, England.
in the UKand has crossed the Atlanticjve
times from the U.S. to England and back.
I recommend direct to Wellesbourne

Depart
Time
UTC

Cruise
Alt
FL

Time en
Route
hh:mm

Power
Setting.
map

FL250

03:50

Econ

15

73

FL250

04:Ol

Econ

15

77

$21

FL250

03:56

Econ

15

77

$21

FL190

02:52

Norm

19

66

$15

FL190

03:31

Norm

19

79

FL190

02:56

Norm

19

64

FL180

03:37

Norm

19

81

FL180

03:26

Norm

19

74

FL180

02:52

Norm

19

66

FL180

05:26

Econ

15

94

$21

FL200

04:12

Econ

15

75

$21

FL180

02:47

Econ

15

56

$21

FL180

03:32

Econ

15

64

FL180

02%

Norm

Fuel
Bum
gph
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You and Your Insurance -Continued from Page 17

The following five guidelines should
be used to determine the quality of
training you are to receive in your aircraft:
1. Determine who actually is going
to give you theinstructionon your aircraft
systems and flight training. The person
conducting the training should be
qualified in the aircraft and have a
background that makes him or her
knowledgeable in the history, operation,
and maintenance characteristics of the
aircraft. He should know his training
material thoroughly. Selection of the
instructor who will teach you the aircraft
systems is singularly the most important
point in this article.

A recent article in USA Today indeed a simulator.
following the tragic Jessica Dubroff
affair, affirms that flight training in
5. Buy training - not a signoff. Ask the
aircraft is seven times safer than the training organization about its training
overall general aviation safety record. standards and course completion policies.
This point does not devalue the What if you don't measure up and either
importance of Class "C" full motion you or your instructor recommends
type simulators used by FlightSafety, additional training. How is this handled by
SimuFlite, and the airlines for crew the organization? You are paying for a
qualifications. These simulators are the standard in the industry, make sure you
product of massive research and millions receive it.
of dollars in production costs.
Unfortunately,the general aviationfolks,
Training cost is just part of the insurance
even some of the companies named risk formula. Ensuring that your aircraft is
above, have used an illusion to classify well maintained, employ reasonable
all training devices and low level cockpit judgment in flying it, and receive proper
procedure trainers as true simulators. initial and refresher training, all factors that
Before you spend big money on should lead to reasonable insurance cost and
"Simulator" training, make sure it is enjoyable use of your aircraft. HOPA

2. The training organization and its
safety history with the insuranceindustry.
This fact may take some digging on your
part. IntheMalibu/Mirage line of aircraft,
two training organizations have
accounted for more than 50% of the
accidents in the past two years on these
aircraft. Ask for references from prior
course attendees and query your
insurance professional about their
accident loss ratio.

3. Ask about the course curriculum,
training materials, facilities, and ability
to conduct training in a mobile mode.
All reputable training organizationshave
a written training syllabus. Ask to see a
copy if you have any questions about
what subjects and the training time
devoted to each of these topics. Though
modifications are made to the training
syllabus based on individual training
requirements, your course should
conform to the core curriculum.
4. If the training company advertises
a simulator, make sure it will perform all
training, instrument, and emergency
procedures to conditions that closely
emulate the aircraft. Though many of
the insurance companies profess the
safety of the simulator - or training
device - in the training environment,
many of the safety records do not bare
out these claims.
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October 2 - 6,1996

Since 1979, Westair has delivered personalized quality service to owners of singles, twins and fleet operators at fair
prices. Our Director of Operations and Maintenance, Tom Scarbrough, LA., is available as your personal Malibmirage
maintenance supervisor. Courtesy cars, fuel discounts for maintenance customers, golf packages and more. Call today
and discuss your needs with Tom Scarbrough.

QUALITY: Westair will inspect and repair your
aircraft on time with professional MalibuMirage
specialists. You have come to trust Tom Scarbrough
with your Malibmirage over the years (formerly
Maintenance Manager at Skytech, Baltimore, MD).
GUARANTEE: We guarantee the work we do
and stand behind it 100% with one on one personal
service.
VALUE: Westair's labor rates and parts prices are
very competitive.
The bottom line is the love for flying, so let Westair
keep the cost down at the bottom line, without giving
up Quality and Safety.

I

Trained on all Malibflirage major and minor
repairs, custom installations, STC's and
service bulletins / letters.
Custom computer AD research and billing.
Avionics installations and repairs.
Continental and Lycoming factory support
representative available.
-

-

Westair, Inc.
200 Airport Drive, Westminster, MD 21157
Telephone: (410) 876-7200 Fax: (410) 876-8324

Quick Turnaround Large Inventory
Courteous, Knowledgeable Staff
Superior Service

FREE OIL FILTER WITH OIL CHANGE SERVICE
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If your insurance is about to renew, let us give you a quote from one of
several top companies we represent. You don't have to pay the highest
price to get the highest quality coverage. Call one of our agents today.

Toll-Free

1-800-537-0960
(In Sacramento, California) 916-853-8080

Shaw Aviation lnsurance
I

Buy Your Malibu lnsurance From Someone Who Knows The Market

FACTORY SERVICE CENTER
WEATHER RADAR AUTOPILOT
RADAR ALTIMETER
SILVER CROWN GOLD CROWN
We are committed to providing top quality, reliable avionics and installations. As a
BendixlKing service center since 1980,we have gained the experience to diagnose and
repair your Malibu avionics correctly the first time.

Contact one of our technicianstoday. For a quick solution to your problems,
send us your troubled avionics for a no-cost repair estimate.

Tel: 209-252-7967 Fax 209-252-9703
5045 East Anderson Fresno, California 93727
Fresno Air Terminal FAA R.S. # CP3R43
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3

ISN'T A

DREAM.
. . IT'S

A

MIRAGE.

9% began nearly a decade ago with a concept.
A spacious six place airplane capable of weather-

topping altitudes, ranges previously unheard of
in other piston singles and cruise speeds well
in excess of 200 knots.
m e Malibu was introduced to the world in 1984
and soon after was called "the most significant
advancement in general aviation in decades."
Since then, the Malibu has become one of general
aviation's most extraordinary success stories.

Call Piper for your local dealer, 407.567.4361 extension 2400

ADVERTISING
RATES
Display Rates
Full Page

Black & White
With One Color
Full Color

Half Page

Black & White
With One Color
Full Color

Herman Kassinger
N4380C
Palm Springs, CA
Herman is a developer and with his
copilot, Stephen Kassinger, operates a
1984 Malibu. His aircraft lives in Palms
Springs half the year and in Ontario,
Canada the other half of the year.

Jon & Kellie Greene
N5OJG
Rancho Mirage, CA

Inside Front Cover:
Black & White
With One Color
Full Color

Attitudes International, Inc.
St. Petemburg, Florida
1-800-749-3226

Jon's 1995 Mirage has spoilers,
Stormscope,Argus 5000 and phone. Jon
is an investor. His ratings include
helicopter, CE-500 and Siai Marchetti
jet.

Inside Back Cover:
Black & White
With One Color
Full Color
Back Cover:
Full Color Only

Scott & Donna Parker
Beaumont, TX

Classified Rates
The classified advertising section includes
used aircraft, services and used equipment.
Three column format (column width 2 3/16").
Regular line classified (42 typewritten
characters per line - including spaces).
Per insertion
Publisher reservesthe right to refuse or withdraw advertising. You will be invoiced for
payment.
Camera copy only. Overall magazine size is
8 318 X 10 718.
For space requests and scheduling, Call
Heather Blanchard, Executive Director
M O P A Headquarters
341 Albion Street Denver, CO 80220
(303) 399-1440 1Fax (303)394-2539

THE FOLLOW!NG FACILl'lllB OFFER
INITIAL AND/OR
RECURRENT TRAINING
FOR THE ICIALIBU-MIRAGE

Scott currently owns a 1977 T3 10R.
He has joined to learn more about the
PA46. Scott is involved in business
management.

Cliff & Sarah Clegg
N124CC
Alex City, AL
Cliff is involved in packaging sales
and owns a 1984 Malibu. He is not new
to the airplane; he has 2,200 hours in it
out of 3,700 hours total time!

Let's all keep a lookout at the
Convention for these and other new
The Jemar Company
members. We can all welcome them to
2904H North Patterson Street
MMOPA
by spotting the blue name
Valdosta, Georgia 31602
tags. And as always, if you see a location
The MalibumMirage Magazine is currently distributed to all registereddomesticownersof the PA-46 here of a new member in your
aircraft, le., approximately 500. Distribution to neighborhood, give them a call!
Send all ad materials to the Publisher:

Initial & Refresher
Oklahoma City, OK I Jul 14 - 15
Bar Harbor, ME I Jul 19 - 20
Milwaukee, WI I Jul31 - Aug 1
(Oshkosh)
Jackson Hole, WY I Aug 16 - 17
Santa Fe, NM I Sep 20 - 21
Burlington, VT I Sep 27 - 28
Monterey, CA I Oct 6 - 7
(M-MOPA Convention)
New Orleans, LA 1 Oct 29 - 30
Or by appointment
Aviation Training Ma~gernenl
Vero Beach, Florida
(407) 778-7815

San Jose, CA I Aug 17 - 19
Monterey, CAI Sep 30 - Oct 2
Or by Appointment
Apex Flight Services, LLZ
(Formerly C h k Aviation)
Bloomington, Illinois
CaU: 1-800-262-8247

Initial and Refresher training
provided on request. Jay Allen is
Director of Malibu Training.
Cloverfield Flight Training Center
Santa Monica, California
(310)397-2188

Initial and Refresher training
available at facility, or can dispatch
to owner's base on request.
F.A.C.T.O.R.Y., INC.
Vero Beach, Florida
(561) 562-5438

active members world-wide is approximately 335.

FLORIDA SpruceCreek Fly-in - America's
Premier Fly-in Community. 4,000' paved
lighted runway, paved taxiways, full service
FBO, golf and tennis Country Club, 24 hour
security, 15 minutes from Daytona Beach
International Airport and the Ocean. Pilots
Serving Pilots. Pat and Lenny Ohlsson,
Spruce Creek Fly-in Realty. 800-932-4437.
Evening 904-76 1-8804.
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REGISTER
FOR
THE
CONVENTION NOW! Our best
planning efforts come from your RSVP.
Generally it is better to register andcancel
than to never have registered at all (Munir,
are you listening?).

Initial and Refresher training
on request with Lester Kyle.

I

In the meantime, FLY SAFE!
-PA

-

-

I

October 2 6,1996 6th Annual Conventionto be held in Monterey, California.

Quit Wasting Your Time

